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FADE IN: ON BLACK SCREEN

NARRATOR WOMAN (V.O.)
(Whisper)

Angels, yes I believe in Angels.

EXT. TEXAS/MEXICO BORDER - NIGHT

Radiant starlight across the horizon allows the cacti and
scrub brush to be silhouetted against the open desert of
Texas.

Quiet, as CRICKETS make their song, then suddenly...

Bare feet pump at a steady pace, THROUGH THE BRUSH.

RUNNER'S POV

scans ahead for sure footing through a maze of scrub brush
as WILD DOGS enter to the left and right.  The SHINING EYES
in the moonlight identifies their number and their prey. 
They BARK, GROWL and SNIPE at each other as they seek an
opportunity to strike as they lope along at a trot.

BACK TO SCENE

THE LEGS of the Runner who now leaps through scrub and rough
terrain like a Gazelle in a panicked flight, suddenly stops
in a small clearing and bends over and is gasping for some
air.

The Runner is female and her name is ISABELLA MARTINEZ, (24)
a good-looking hispanic woman with a bruised face with
shoulder length brunette hair, wet straggly that covers most
her face.  The torn remains of a blue day dress, along with
a dirty yellow KNAPSACK that rides backwards are her only
possessions.  Her hands shake and looks disorientated,
Isabella has not had a good day.

PANTING frantically, she scampers around on her knees to
find anything in the dark for a weapon.  She finds a rock,
not good enough.

She feels towards the ground and finds a good size stick,
and turns to faces her tormentors.  Disorientation now becomes
rage as she handles her weapon like a Ninja with a Louisville
Slugger.

Their NIGHT EYES shine in the dark as they circle and make
measure of Isabella's defense.  Suddenly one animal darts in
and SNAPS at her, but a quick swing of the stick backs off
that attacker.
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The Isabella never stands too long in one spot as she shifts
around gracefully to confuse the animals, she wildly SWINGS
her stick at the attackers, keeping them at bay.

They GROWL at her defense; Isabella SCREAMS back in defiance
as suddenly the SOUND OF AN INFANT suddenly WAILS and CRIES
into the sound of the battle.

She STRIKES a dog in front as a simultaneous attack from
another behind her latches onto her calf.  She SCREAMS in
pain and swings around like a whip, CRACKING that Dog across
the head.

The Dog WHELPS and backs off into a quick retreat as she
turns back to her original attacker and HITS HIM square on
the head and torso.  He goes down, then shakes it off and
scampers off, his WHELPS SOUND THE RETREAT and the other
dogs back off.

She attempts to chase them further into the brush, but falls
onto her knees.  One Dog turns back to see if she is helpless,
Isabella raises her stick and SCREAMS at the dog.

It runs.

In the knapsack, the CRIES of a eleven-month-old INFANT slowly
abate into a mild sobbing with the comforts of Isabella.

Exhausted, she examines the calf, as a good chunk of flesh
is gone and bleeding profusely, she rips two strips of cloth
from her dress and twists a tourniquet.

PAIN.

She ties it off.

ISABELLA (V.O.)
I believe in Angels.

She leans back, holding her baby tight against her, she has
to rest if only for a few minutes.

Quiet.

INT. CITY OF JUAREZ THE HEARTBREAK HOTEL BEDROOM - NOON

The party is over as beer cans, an empty bottle of tequila
with shot glasses decorate the room.  The added decorum of
ladies panties serving as lampshades illustrate the result
of the last night frolic.  The fan in the corner with
streamers RATTLES the shades as it rotates throwing beams of
light into the room.
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The RUSTLE of bodies fight over sheets on the bed as a female
hand reaches out and with a quick pull reveals a MAN's firm
buttocks and legs.

The Man returns the favor with more muscle and pulls the
sheet completely over himself, which reveals a RED HEAD AND
ANOTHER BRUNETTE SENORITA completely naked as they WHINE in
displeasure.

SENORITA BRUNETTE
Hey!  You shit.

The Red Head Senorita rises unashamed of her birthday suit, 
rubs the stupor from her eyes and walks over to a trash can
in the corner, squats and PEES.

The Man slowly sits up.  RIOS SANCHEZ (40), Hispanic of mixed
blood with bloodshot eyes, who has the sole redeeming quality
of a short haircut, whose partying days should have ended
decades ago, twists his face in disbelief.

RIOS
That's just wrong, holy shit.

He THROWS AN EMPTY BEER CAN at her as she LAUGHS at him.  He
falls back on the bed and pulls the sheets back over his
head.

The Door opens in a flash.

And enters good looking WOMAN in a stylish Sweat Suit with a
zipper down the front that gives us a good look at a good
figure but disheveled from a night's sleep.

MIRANDA (30), is in power mode and everyone in the room knows
it.

MIRANDA
Rios.  Que Again?  You only paid for
one!  What is that smell?  Who peed
in the trash can?

RIOS
(From under the covers)

I have no idea where they come from,
you sure it isn't your imagination?

MIRANDA
Still charging you.

RIOS
Since you're already charging me-
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MIRANDA
Not today my sweetheart, get up it's
Monday.

His hand slides out and pats the bed.  An invitation for the
inaccessible Miranda.  Miranda returns the invitation with a
quick toss of his blue jeans.

Senorita Brunette and Redhead grab their panties off the
lamp and hide behind towels and run out the room smiling.

MIRANDA (CONT'D)
Come on, get up you're still drunk
and you'll be late for work.

(To the Red Head
Senorita)

I know it was you who peed in the
trash.

Rios pulls the pillow over his head as Miranda exits SLAMMING
the door.

MIRANDA (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Come here you two, get back here...

RIOS
Holy Shit its Monday?

EXT. CITY OF JUAREZ HEARTBREAK HOTEL - DAY

Establishing shot. 

The City of Juarez, just across the border from El Paso,
Texas is a sprawling flat town with only six buildings that
have over four stories. The rest of the town is one and two
story white stucco buildings worn out from the bullet holes
of the Gang Wars with an occasional McDonalds, Burger King
and used Car lots up and down the main drag, hookers, Nuns
and street vendors lend the mix to a Marti Gra with death.

Follow two conspicuously clean BLACK HUMVEE's down the paved
main street as they pull up to the front door of a hotel. 
This is the place where trouble can be found, this where the
HEARTBREAK HOTEL has laid its claim. A gang of well dressed
GANGSTERS in slacks and linen sports coats, EXIT THE VEHICLES
in a defensive perimeter.

Last to exit from the passenger side of the lead HUMVEE is
JAVIER ALVAREZ (30), thin with slicked back hair, trimmed
goatee and smoking a cigarette he makes a direct line to the
entrance of the Heart Break Hotel.
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INT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL - DAY

Locked in a time warp with Elvis, the Hotel Bar is the first
area we enter.  Off the right is a stairwell lost in the
darkness of the room.  Darkness permeates the room until the
doors open and reveal it is the middle of the afternoon.

Javier enters with his Minions in tail. 

DAYLIGHT floods the Heartbreak Hotel.

JAVIER
Miranda!  Where the fuck are you?

The few Patrons of the bar decide it is best they leave as 
Miranda defiantly walks down the stairs, looks to Javier and
sashes over to the bar before she answers.

JAVEIR
(To the Bar patrons)

Where you going?  Sit the fuck down,
drink your beer and shut up and you
won't get hurt.

MIRANDA
(Exasperated)

What?  What, What the fuck do you
want now?  You harassing the customers
now to?

Javier walks up to her and with forcible kiss and a hand on 
Miranda ass, he slowly puts his hand around Miranda's neck,
she pushes him away but he comes back stronger.

MIRANDA (CONT'D)
Knock it off Javier, you not funny.

JAVIER
Who said I want to be funny?

MIGUEL (15) handicapped with a gimp leg and crippled hand
enters pushing a handcart with a keg of beer.  Miguel lets
the keg of beer slip from the hand cart on purpose.

THE KEG CREATES HAVOC AS IT ROLLS TOWARDS JAVIER, WHO IS
FORCED TO LET GO MIRANDA AND JUMP BACK OUT OF THE WAY.

JAVIER (CONT'D)
Hey you fucking little shit, watch
what you're doing.  You fucking little
shit, you did that on purpose.

(MORE)

Javier comes forward and SMACKS Miguel hard, and knocks him
to the floor.
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JAVIER (CONT'D)
Pick it the fuck up, and you,

(To Miranda)
Don't you get sassy with me bitch,
just because my father gives you
some leeway doesn't mean I can't
smack the shit out of you.

He PUSHES HER back against the wall, Javier and motions for
a scared Senorita Bartender to come over.

JAVIER (CONT'D)
Get the new girls and Cervezas for
my men.

The Bartender quickly lines up some bottles of beer on the
bar and exits.

At the top of the stairs enters Rios, WALKING DOWN WITH STEEL
TIPPED COWBOYS BOOTS, deliberately making each step slower
than necessary.

RIOS
You get in the way again Miguel? And
did I hear there are new girls?

Ragged baseball cap and huge hunting knife on his hip, he
goes to Miguel and helps him pick up the keg.  He brushes
him off, gives him a twenty dollar bill.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Miranda you holding out on me?

MIGUEL
Miss Miranda are you o.k.?

Javier makes a motion to slap Miquel, but Rios in a flash
grabs Javier's arm.

RIOS
(To Javeir)

Hey cowboy, mind taking back a notch? 
I just woke up.

Javier twists away.

JAVIER
(To Miranda)

Who is this fucking Gringo?
(To Rios)

This is between me and this bitch
whore, mind your business and you
may be able to leave with balls
attached, Gringo.
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Now Rios has to take a stance between Miranda and Javier.

RIOS
Whoa there partner, first that whore
bitch is one of my favorite whore
bitches, but I'll defer as I'm sorry
didn't realize that you was in fucking
charge.

Rios undoes the safety clasp on his hunting knife.  Miranda
acts quickly and steps between them.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Still, you can take it down a chuckle
or two my mad friend.

Javier pushes Miranda aside and walks to Rios.

JAVIER
You know for a guest in our country
you have a big mouth.  You need to
respect the situation.

Javier and Rios face off.

RIOS
That sorta depends on who's asking
for it now doesn't it?

Miranda gets between them again.

MIRANDA
(To Javier)

Boys, Javier sweetheart, this is
going to go bad, no matter which way
we go here.

JAVIER
I will cut off your friends cock and
shove it up his ass.

RIOS
Displaying a lot of homosexual
tendencies.

JAVEIR
Su madre!

Miranda like Hercules pushes them back.

MIRANDA
No!  No!  NO!  NO!  He is La Guardia
de en Estados Unidos, he will bring
the Federals.

(MORE)
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MIRANDA (CONT'D)
(To Javier)

Stop.  Javeir my sweet you don't
have  to do this now.  Your father
doesn't need the Federals does he?

Javier folds up his knife and reaches up slowly and pats
Rios on the face.  Rios takes a Miranda's hand and leads her
away.

RIOS
(To Miranda)

You o.k.?

MIRANDA
Go Rios before you stay something
else that gets us all killed. Do not
come back here, you're not welcome
here anymore, if you come back he
will have you killed.

JAVEIR
This isn't done.

Rios tips his hat to Miranda and blows her a kiss, and tip
salutes his fingers to Javier and his crew and exits.

Another Hooker MIA brings in 5 girls all ages between 14-18
dressed in cheap day dresses.

MIRANDA
They are no good to me beaten, raped
and terrified.  Your father said to
treat them nice.

JAVIER
We will treat them nice, if they
return the favors, especially if
they are...

MIRANDA
They are just kids, why don't you
get real women for your whores?

JAVIER
What would be the point in that? 
They all want to get married, these
I can use and throw back to you.

(MORE)

The men laugh as five young teenagers are paraded, two are
pretty and the rest are average and another is on the heavy
side her name is LUCIA.
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JAVIER (CONT'D)
Where'd you get the cow?  What is
your name?

LUCIA
My name is Lucia.

MIRANDA
She'll thin out, take them you
bastard, just remember where you got
them.  You have a week.

The girls start to cry, Miranda walks over to the girls and
motions them to come closer.

MIRANDA (CONT'D)
(To the girls)

Shut up.  Quiet now.  Quiet.  You
are here cause nobody wanted you or
cared enough to find you.  Let me be
clear so there is no misunderstanding,
there is no second chance, She gets
closer and kneels in.  If you do not
do exactly as they say, you will be
found in a ditch with flies in your
mouth and worms in your eyes.  Go
when they tire of you, they will
send you back here to use what you
learn and you can earn your keep.

The Girls sheepishly exit with the men and Javier.

EXT. TEXAS ROAD NEAR BORDER - SUNSET

On what looks to be a hill in the open desert, a US Border
Patrol Unit (BPU) sits overlooking the open expanse of
countryside.  Inside the SUV sits two Border Patrol Agents.

INSIDE THE BPU
Rios scans the horizon with Binos as
he leans forward on the steering
wheel.  He looks away to reveal
bloodshot eyes, he leans back and
looks at his partner.

MIKE BARON (28)a tall lanky black male who chews hard on a
toothpick, taps away on the laptop computer in the passenger
seat.

RIOS
You're chewing like a cow and it's
loud.
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MIKE
Been three days man don't jinx me, 
and take a Tylenol.

RIOS
Three?

MIKE
Three days.

RIOS
No Cheating?

MIKE
No.  Lots of sex though.

RIOS
How's that going?

MIKE
What the sex?

RIOS
Kids, making babies ya jack ass.

MIKE
She's still wants one, me I don't
know anymore.  I mean I was all for
it in the beginning, she was humping
me every time I walked through the
door.

RIOS
Oh, you poor bastard.

MIKE
Rios there is nothing wrong with
banging the wife, but when you look
at the price of this "invento" stuff,
it's too expensive.

RIOS
In vitro?

MIKE
In vento, vitro what's the difference,
I can't afford it on my pay.

Mike takes a long look at Rios.

MIKE (CONT'D)
Man you look like shit.
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RIOS
No, you can't afford that on your
pay unless you want to make off with
a little Mexican weed.

MIKE
Hey, don't even kid around saying
shit like that.

MIKE quickly flips down the visor and then looks around the
vehicle.

MIKE (CONT'D)
You got a bug in here?

RIOS
Fuck you, you shit.

MIKE
Maybe tomorrow, when I feel a little
more randy but regardless, she wants
a kid, what am I going to say?  Let's
get a dog?

Rios smiles and looks at his watch, shakes his head, puts on
his cap.

RIOS
I guess it's time.

MIKE
If you think you're ready.

RIOS
Yeah I'm ready.

OUTSIDE THE BPU
Rios and Mike exit the Border Patrol
Unit, adjust their gear for the
mission.  They check gun belts, radios
and adjust their bulletproof vests.

They go to the rear of the vehicle and open the lift gate
that reveals shotguns, additional bulletproof vests, night
vision goggles, coolers, a large first aid kit, boxes and
other items.

MIKE
You want point or tail?

RIOS
I think tail is better tonight.

MIKE
Cause the Moon?
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RIOS
Yeah moon's rising tonight.

MIKE
Sounds good.

Rios reaches into the cargo area and pulls out a beat up old
red and white cooler and places it down in front of them. 
Mike also reaches into the rear of the BPU and pulls out two
beat up folding chairs and hands one to Rios.

RIOS
One, Two, Three.

They SNAP THE CHAIRS OPEN and place them outbound from the
tailgate.  Rios opens up the cooler and starts fishing out
sandwiches and pops two sodas, he hands a sandwich and soda
to Mike.

RIOS (CONT'D)
They have the infrared up tonight?

(Into radio Microphone)
Unit 652, code six.

MIKE
Yep, they say it's working.

RADIO (V.O.)
Roger 652, code six.

Mike digs into his Sandwich.

MIKE
Is this liverwurst?

RIOS
Yeah?

MIKE
You know I don't like liverwurst.

RIOS
But I do.

MIKE
You couldn't switch?  Some ham or
something?

RIOS
Hey my dark gringo, be happy you
have a Hispanic that eats lunch meat.

(MORE)

Rios bites into his sandwich.
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RIOS (CONT'D)
Think we really make a difference?

MIKE
Hey, those paper pushers in Washington
don't have to deal with this shit
out here, they don't have the guts
or the forbearance to deal with this
everyday so they push paper.

RIOS
Wow, forbearance good word.  You
hear about the Mexican Police today? 
Dropping like flies down there, I
heard they took out three of them,
three in one day.

MIKE
Why you ask if we make a difference?
You gonna sell shoes or something,
maybe cell phones?

RIOS
No reason, just wondering.

They raise their soda cans to a mock toast, they look out
over the desert.

RIOS (CONT'D)
It was a year ago, Saturday.

FLASHBACK

EXT. TEXAS/MEXICO BORDER CROSSING - BRIDGE OF AMERICAS - DAY

Dampened horrific SCREAMS FROM A PREGNANT WOMAN in the
passenger seat - it's Isabella, covered in the blood of the
lifeless driver - two holes in his head.

RIOS stands by the driver's side in his uniform, firearm
drawn and smoking.

END FLASHBACK

Silence.

MIKE
Shit, man.  Well, maybe you can move
past it now.

RIOS
Is there such a thing?
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MIKE
It's either that, or feed it to
yourself 'till there's nothing left.

RIOS
Very poetic, I am sure that will
make it into a movie or something. 
Let's finish our lunch and get to
work.

EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ HEARTBREAK HOTEL - NIGHT

Miguel exits the hotel, his limp noticeable as he makes his
way down the street, around the corner his limp disappears,
and his hand straightens out.

He makes his way into a beat up house that needs work,
chickens and pigs in

their yard complete the description of the poverty.  On the
porch is a GANGSTER (20) that resembles Miguel in an odd
way.

GANGSTER
Who is this?  My brother?

The gangster approaches Miguel and looks at his face.

GANGSTER (CONT'D)
He hit you again?

MIGUEL
Yes he did, but it is necessary.

GANGSTER
Necessary?  Is that before or after
he kills you in one of his rages?

MIGUEL
Juan, you are my older brother, but
I am perfectly aware of what is
happening, and I need to do this.

JUAN
I think you should just let me kill
him.

EXT. TEXAS/MEXICO BORDER - NIGHT

The horizon with stars, then slowly one star closer to the
horizon than the others, grows slowly brighter and STARTS TO
MOVE.  THEN IT HOVERS, AND CONTINUES ON ITS JOURNEY, BACK
AND FORTH THE STAR MOVES LIKE AN ANGEL LOOKING FOR A LOST
SOUL.
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The star BRIGHTENS.

A BEAM OF LIGHT SHOOTS OUT from the moving star.

An ENGINE IN FOUR WHEEL DRIVE as it struggles in the desert.

The light is brighter now, it searches and then it finds
ISABELLA, helpless on her back.

A shadow of a vehicle now turns and comes towards Isabella,
the light bouncing as it tries to stay focused on her.

The BPU comes to a slow STOP.

INSERT - DOOR PANEL US BORDER PATROL EMBLEM

The door OPENS with a creak, and out steps Rios, as Mike
likewise steps out on the passenger side with his gun drawn.

A set of headlights and floodlight blaze against Isabella's
body and come to a rest.  She blocks the blinding light from
her face.

MIKE
(Into shoulder Radio
mic)

Base, we have the image.  Code 4.

RIOS
(English and Spanish)

Let me see your hands.

Labored, Isabella raises one bloody hand in the air.

RIOS (CONT'D)
We got a bleeder.

Her condition prompts RIOS to holsters his weapon.  He grabs
a canteen of water from the BPU.

MIKE
(into his shoulder
mike)

Control, image is in need of minor
first aid, she's about 26 years,
five and half feet, 130 pounds. 
Will detain and bring in for
processing.  We're code 4.

CONTROL (O.S.)
Roger.

Rios evaluating, steps in and out of the light.  Isabella
guards against it - hands block her face.  Mike takes note
and cuts off the floodlight.
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Isabella drops her hand and they see each other for the first
time.

Then TERROR in Isabella's eyes upon the recognition of RIOS
leads to her panic, and she starts; To crawl, scratching at
the dirt, anywhere but here.

RIOS
(Softly to himself)

What the fuck are you doing here?  I
don't fucking believe this shit.

MIKE
I told you were ugly.

RIOS
Whoa girl.  Where do you honestly
think you're going? Come on, it's
o.k. You're in no shape to cross the
open desert.

Rios grabs her arm and flips her over with handcuffs at the
ready.  The Infant POPS OUT THE TOP of her knapsack and gives
Rios a happy GURGLE.

RIOS (CONT'D)
With a baby.

Isabella stops and goes into a fetal position, holding her
baby in a protective cocoon.  Rios gains his composure, turns
and looks to Mike at the BPU.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Bring a blanket.  We're going to
need an IV too.

Rios kneels down.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Yeah, it's me.  What're the fucking
odds?  I'm not going to hurt you.

Mike covers her with the blanket, gives her the bottle of
water and hands Rios the first aid kit.

She begins to guzzle and Rios yanks the water bottle away.

MIKE
(To Isabella)

Slowly or you'll get sick.

He gives her the water bottle back.
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RIOS
We need to check your wound before
we move you.

Rios loosens Isabella's bandage slowly.  The bleeding has
stopped.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Pressure Bandage.  Good work.  Dogs
or Coyotes?

ISABELLA
Dogs.  I think.  Yes.

Rios applies antibiotic spray and a fresh pressure bandage
on the wound.

RIOS
We have any of that instant bandage?

MIKE
Did you load a combat Medic Kit when
I wasn't looking, otherwise a pressure
bandage is the best you got.

Rios shrugs off his comment as Isabella lies back with the
infant tightly to her chest with one arm and grabs her rosary
from around her neck with the other.

ISABELLA
Se bendicen Los sufrimientos que
esas almas bendecidas deben aguantar,
pero el mas grande de todo es la
reflexiun que sus pecados en vida
son la causa de sus actuales
tormentos.

On her other leg Rios spots a GPS TRACKING LEG BRACELET. 
Rios motions to Mike while he finishes the bandage.  She
catches what they're looking at.

Her eyes land on him.

ISABELLA (CONT'D)
They'll kill me this time.

Rios freezes.

He can't escape her eyes so he drops his then proceeds to
cuff her.  Mike helps her stand up but she collapses back to
the ground.

RIOS
Mike, take the baby.

(MORE)
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RIOS (CONT'D)
(Off Mike shaking his
head)

Take the baby.  Get some damn
practice.

Mike takes the baby like a leaking package and walks back to
the BPU.

RIOS (CONT'D)
It's a kid.  Hold it like one.

MIKE
Coming from Texas's biggest pussy
hound.  I don't need child care tips
from you, my friend.

RIOS
You make me sound like some sort of
whore or something.

MIKE
More like pitfall Harry.  Never met
a hole you can't fall in.

Rios shrugs him off and positions himself to lift Isabella.

RIOS
What's your name?

ISABELLA
Isabella Martinez.

RIOS
Isabella, if you bite or scratch
I'll drop you.  Understand?

Isabella has no strength.  Rios puts the Saline IV on her
stomach and carries her to the truck.

RIOS (CONT'D)
I thought you and Teri wanted a kid?

MIKE
Ah, she wants a kid, I want a flat
screen TV.

RIOS
Bull shit.  Grab the IV.

Rios puts Isabella in the back seat.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Hun, you really need a bath.
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INT. BORDER PATROL BPU - NIGHT

Rios drives with Mike as shotgun; Isabella half asleep from
exhaustion is in the back behind the prisoner cage with the
baby in her arms.  They drive into the night as RADIO CHATTER
COMES ACROSS THE POLICE RADIO, the BPU bounces about as they
cross the open terrain.

MIKE
What was that she was ranting praying
thing about?

RIOS
That's sad, you still don't speak-
We patrol the Mexican border, you're
married to a Latina and-

MIKE
I know, I know.  Get off my balls. 
Just, what's it mean?

RIOS
The Novena for the Holy Souls, blessed
are sufferings which those blessed
souls must endure.  Blah blah blah.

MIKE
But what's it mean?

RIOS
Means, we cause our own suffering by
our sins.  Something like that, been
a while, Catholic School.

Pause.

RIOS (CONT'D)
She was the witness a year ago.

FLASHBACK - EXT. TEXAS/MEXICO BORDER CROSSING BOA - DAY

The memories come back in chunks.

FLASH: Rio Sanchez collects papers from two Mexicans in an
older car.  MARIO (25), with a Yankee Baseball Cap, Sunglasses
and a pregnant woman hidden beneath a scarf and large
sunglasses.  Once removed, it's Isabella with a black eye.

FLASH: Deeper into processing.

RIOS
First you're going to see your
cousins?  Now you're really going to
the hospital?  Park the car.

(MORE)
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Mario gets the nerves.

FLASH: On Rio's tablet, an official government web page
returns with a picture of MARIO GUTIERREZ, in bold letters
beneath the picture, "DETAIN IN US.  DEA WANTS FOR
QUESTIONING."

Rios's hand goes to his sidearm.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Sir, step out of the car.

MARIO
What?  You don't understand, I am
undercover DEA.

FLASH: Mounted tension.  Yelling.

RIOS
OUT OF THE CAR NOW!

MARIO
Calma, Calma, Wait a minute, let me
show you, I have another ID here...

Mario leans over to the glove compartment and opens it.

RIOS
Stop.  Don't move.  Freeze now!

A large wallet tumbles out of the glove compartment.

RIOS (CONT'D)
GUN!  GUN!

MARIO
No!

BAM!  BAM!

Isabella screams.  Blood spray from Mario's head wounds cover
her face.  Gun smoke drifts from Rios's sidearm.

On the floorboard the BIG BLACK WALLET opens - DEA BADGE
complete with Mario's name and face.  In the glove compartment
barely visible is the gun, in a holster.

Rios eyes tremble amidst Isabella's screams.

END FLASHBACK

INT. BORDER PATROL UNIT (BPU) - NIGHT

MIKE
What?

(MORE)
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Mike turns and looks back at Isabella with the baby in her
arms.

MIKE (CONT'D)
What is this?  Some kind of setup? 
You were cleared, right?

RIOS
Yeah, they cleared me, barely.

MIKE
Holly shit man, what're the chances?

RIOS
That's what I said. Can't believe
they processed her back over the
border, the bastards.  Her cousin
was DEA and they still deported her.

MIKE
That's how the machine works.  But
man, musta been bad for her to take
to the desert with a baby, how old
is that kid?  Eight months?.

RIOS
You know what's going to happen here.

EXT. TEXAS/MEXICO BORDER DESERT - NIGHT

At the top of a ridge, the dirt road ends into the highway,
overlooking the town of EL PASO.  The BPU slowly comes to a
stop.

INT. BORDER PATROL UNIT (BPU) - NIGHT

Rios looks back at Isabella with the rear view mirror.

MIKE
What do you care?  You're going to
go home after your shift, toss a few
back, and forget about her.

RIOS
Hey, don't confuse trying to forget
with being able to.

MIKE
This is how we eat.  We make sure
the laws get followed.

RIOS
Yeah.  We do.
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MIKE
You have my permission to get filthy
drunk tonight.

Rios takes a left and drives.

MIKE (CONT'D)
Where are you going?  HQ is that
way?

RIOS
They likely won't feed her 'til noon. 
Let's go code six - get us and her
something to eat.

MIKE
Where we going?

RIOS
To that old guys place.

MIKE
I thought you two hated each other.

RIOS
He's got food there.

MIKE
Cool.  Me and food?  We go way back. 
Who's cooking?  Better not be
liverwurst.

EXT. ESTADIO OLIMPICO BENITO JUAREZ - MORNING

INSERT - Ciudad Juarez, Mexico.

Inside the stadium, well dressed Hispanic males sit watching
a football practice.  ALCADIO ALVAREZ (50's) Hispanic,
formidable and well-dressed waves over a young man with his
back to him.

ALCADIO
Javier!

The man turns, it's Javier Alvarez.  He walks to Alcadio and
bends over to listen, we see his gun inside his jacket.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
Where is she and my grandson?

JAVIER
We lost her at the river, but the
GPS is active and we know where she
is.
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ALCADIO
My grandchild is with her?

JAVIER
She still has him.

Alcadio grabs Javier and slowly pulls him uncomfortably close.

ALCADIO
You made me a grandfather and you
now allow her to take blood away
from me?  Blood is Blood!

JAVIER
I...I...

ALCADIO
I shit.  You will find her and bring
him back, I want him here with family. 
Understood?

Javier walks off, pulls out a cell phone.

EXT. TEXAS DESERT COUNTRY - MORNING

The sun spilled orange horizon flares behind an OLD FARM
RANCH HOUSE with a barn and fence in need of repair.  The
Patrol Unit makes a turn into a theoretical driveway up to
the ranch house exhaling dirt from the tires.

A few horses stir as the BPU crawls slow to a stop.

Rios and Mike exit the BPU as Mike looks to Rios as he leans
against the car.

MIKE
What's up?  Ain't this the place?

RIOS
Look at her for a minute.

(Off Mike's look)
You know she's dead already.

MIKE
Stop being dramatic.

RIOS
That ankle GPS thing.  She's property.

(Into his radio)
Control this is unit 626.

MIKE
Yeah and we'll remove it at
processing.  What are you doing?
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RIOS
And they'll be right there waiting
for her when she gets off the bus. 
Her ticket has been punched.

CONTROL (O.S.)
Go 626.

MIKE
That's not on us.  We can't do
anything about that.

Out onto the porch steps an OLD MAN in his sixties, trim,
gray with a ponytail trying to keep his youth as he holds a
double-barreled shotgun.

Rios continues like he's not there.  Mike tenses up.

RIOS
I could have waited one second more
and her cousin would still be alive
and we wouldn't have found her in
the desert crawling through wild dog
shit.

OLD MAN
You sons of bitches keep away from
my horses.

MIKE
Tell me exactly what you're doing.

CONTROL
Unit 626, go with traffic.

RIOS
No.  Telling you, makes you an
accessory but I will say this.

OLD MAN
Your fake uniforms don't fool me!

RIOS
You know Mike, there comes a time in
your life when you just know, you
know, the point where you can make
it all be good... Or all be bad. You
see what I'm saying?  That time,
that point, where going forward you
realize you're gonna make it better,
or your just going to ignore it and
let it be all fucked up for the rest
of your life.
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OLD MAN
Hey, you hear me?

RIOS
(To the OLD MAN)

Hey?  Lighten up, I'm trying to have
a conversation.

CONTROL
Unit 626, do you copy?

RIOS
This is that point Mike. You know
this is the exact reason that retired
officers blow their head off three
days after they retire, because they
can't fix anything anymore and they
fucked up when they had the chance.

OLD MAN
Get 'em up!

RIOS
(To the Old Man)

I am not raising my hands.  You know
who I am, damn it.

OLD MAN
I said up!  You son's of bitches The
Old Man raises the shotgun in the
air.

BAM!!  BAM!!

Mike starts to draw his weapon, as Rios makes the gesture to
put the gun away.

RIOS
Don't worry it's rock salt, and he
can't see past 30 feet.

MIKE
Oh, that makes me feel that much
better.  Still put an eye out ya
know, did I just say that?

RIOS
Well put your Red Rider away.

Rios keys the Radio Handset again.

RIOS (CONT'D)
(Mockingly)

We have a runner,
(MORE)
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RIOS (CONT'D)
(Covering the hand
mike)

I'm calling in an escaped detained
illegal, look over there, can't you
see her she is breaking free?

Rios has not even motioned a look to the Patrol Unit, but
stares at Mike.

BORDER PATROL UNIT

Isabella - the escaping detained illegal, sleeps soundly in
the back.

Mike stares at Rios with "What the hell are you doing look?"

RIOS
Crap, who would have known she could
run so fast, being out in the desert
so long.  She must have had us fooled.

BORDER PATROL UNIT

Isabella gives a small snort and then draws into a long unlady
like man snore.

RIOS
(Into radio)

Control, the detainee has escaped.

MIKE
Holy shit!  What the fuck is wrong
with YOU!

Rios shrugs.

CONTROL (O.S.)
Copy 626.  Good luck explaining that
to the Captain.

MIKE
What did you do?

RIOS
Took away his auto loader.  He's
spent.

MIKE

I'M TALKING ABOUT-

Rios smiles.  Mike exhales, pulls out a cigarette.

He inspects it.
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Rios reaches over quickly and crushes it in his hand.

MIKE
Perfect!  You bury our careers and I
can't even take the edge off.

RIOS
You're prettier in pain.

MIKE
What's the plan, Rios?

RIOS
Plan?  I try to stay away from those.

(Off Mike)
Let me see these two to safety.  If
this goes south, turn me in.

MIKE
I'd never do that.

(Off Rios)
I'd just shoot you.

Rios walks up to the porch.  Mike follows cautiously.

MIKE (CONT'D)
In the ass.  Twice.

Mike scratches his head.

MIKE (CONT'D)
I'll shoot you in the ass twice and
you'll like it.

OLD MAN
I see you.  Stop right there!

The Old Man is pointing the shotgun right at Rios head.

RIOS
Pablo.  It's me.  Your son.  Remember?

Confusion.  Rios gently places his hand on the shotgun barrel
and pushes the weapon down, turns and enters the Rancher.

MIKE
Always like this?

RIOS
Only when he doesn't take his meds.

MIKE
But I thought you were the only one
who makes him.
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RIOS
Well I guess you have to be here
then, so I am a shit.  You see that
window?  When I was young and those
big holy shit thunder storms come
rolling in, I would go in my parents
room and ask if I could sleep in the
bed with them.

MIKE
Yeah a lot of kids do that.

RIOS
He would make stand in front of that
window until the storm blew threw,
make me a man he said.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING - MORNING

Two Mexican tough guys, tattoos, short hair, wife beaters
and suit jackets.  One reads a paper at desk, the other stares
out the window as he answers a cell phone.  He listens and
writes down some numbers, nods to himself and hangs up. 
This is BULLDOG.

He slides the note pad to READER, his accomplice who pulls
up to a laptop and giggles the mouse.

The Laptop comes out of sleep mode while Reader retrieves a
sidearm from the desk drawer and shoves it in his waistband.

READER
What do we got?

BULLDOG
Recovery.

INSERT: Laptop Screen.

GPS Locator: Enter Bracelet ID Reader types in the numbers
from the pad.

READER
Property or person?

LAPTOP IN HAND, THEY EXIT TO

INT. OFFICE BUILDING HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Where the door that closes behind them reads PRIVATE
INVESTIGATORS.

BULLDOG
A baby but not the mother.
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READER
That only goes down one way.

Bulldog nods.

BULLDOG
Then we take the baby to Juarez.

READER
We'll stop at the Border Patrol HQ
for a pass to get us across.

INT. RANCH HOUSE - MORNING

Rios emerges from the bedroom and retrieves supplies.

The Ranch house has seen better days.  It's a mild storm of
clothing, garbage and half eaten food.

Rios looks at his father who's sitting quietly on a lounge
chair flipping through the channels on the old TV.  The
shotgun leans up against the wall.

PABLO
Damn satellite dish.

RIOS
You don't have a dish anymore.

PABLO
Bullshit.

RIOS
Copy that.

EXT. RANCH HOUSE - MORNING

Mike enters the horse barn which is situated behind the Ranch
house.

A STOMP OF A HORSE, excitement, a loud crash...

Two seconds later Mike comes running out full steam with the
bolt cutters in hand.

A huge black stallion comes out of the barn at a FULL GALLOP. 
Mike makes a beeline for the house and leaps over the fence.

The stallion pulls up SNORTS and PAWS at the ground, turns
triumphant and trots back to the barn.
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INT. RANCH HOUSE - MORNING

KITCHEN
Mike enters as if the horse is right
behind him.  Panting he bends over
catching his breath.

MIKE
Son of a bitch.

RIOS
Ah, see you met Rebate.  See what
smoking does to you?

MIKE
Fuck you.  Rebate?

RIOS
My father said he should have gotten
a rebate when the mother folded the
colt.  Name stuck.  So you two get
to know each other?

MIKE
Know?  Can you know a nightmare?

RIOS
Carrots.

MIKE
What?

RIOS
Carrots.  He likes carrots.  Only
way to get near him.  You didn't
have carrots, you pissed him off.

HALLWAY
Mike walks into the hallway and
motions for Rios to follow.

MIKE
Ya could'a said something.

RIOS
My bad.

Rios nods for him to come in the bedroom.

BEDROOM
Rios steps near the bed and gently
wakes Isabella, he shows her the
bolt cutters and she nods affirmative.
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Rios sets the bolt cutters in place, tries to snap the ID
Bracelet.  Not a dent, he tries again, nothing.

Mike joins in but the bolts snap sideways, breaking the
cutters.

ISABELLA
Dios Mio!

Mike and Rios look at each other.

RIOS
I have a new set in my truck.

MIKE
To do what with?  Cut off her foot? 
We're going to need hydraulics. I
don't think they'd make these things
for criminals if we could get through
them.

RIOS
Yeah.  I'll go turn in the unit and
get a pair from the armory.

MIKE
Hurry back.  Rios?

RIOS
What?

MIKE
You heard me.  Hurry back, no fucking
around.

EXT. RANCH HOUSE - MORNING

Rios gets into the BPU.  Pablo comes out on the porch and
walks over as Rios rolls down the window.

PABLO
There is a woman and a baby in your
room.

RIOS
Yeah I know Pops.

PABLO
Is it yours?

RIOS
No.
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PABLO
Too bad, kind of cute.  Ya know there
is a Nigger.

RIOS
Negro.  Black Man, Jesus pop anything
but nigger.

PABLO
Negro in the kitchen.

RIOS
I know Pops, it's okay.

PABLO
Should I talk to him?

RIOS
If you want to.

PABLO
He's a Negro though.

RIOS
He's an officer of the law, pops.

PABLO
Well as long as he doesn't crap in
the toilet.

RIOS
Well then make sure you tell him,
cause I know he is full of something.

PABLO
Still a "Negro".

RIOS
Yeah, Pops I know, don't tell him
though, he's sensitive.  He thinks
he is a white guy.  I've got to go,
you need anything from town?

PABLO
Your mother probably needs some milk.

RIOS
Mom is dead pop.

PABLO
Yeah, yeah, that's right.  I miss
her.
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RIOS
Me too Pop, I'm back in about two
hours.

PABLO
What's the girl's name?

RIOS
Isabella.

PABLO
Isabella.  You going to marry her?

RIOS
No Pop.

PABLO
Well then, you think it is good to
have her in your bed?  You still
boozing aren't you?  Can see it in
your eyes.

RIOS
What you mean?

PABLO
You know damn well what I mean, let
it go.

Rios puts the Patrol BPU into gear and drives away.

EXT. BORDER PATROL STATION - DAY

A non-descriptive government building serves as the Border
Patrol processing station.  The Private Detectives exit the
Border Patrol Station and check the area before entering the
vehicle but Reader leaves his driver-side door open as Bulldog
enters and closes his.

BULLDOG
Why do you always do that?

READER
In case there's a bomb in the car,
having the door open gives me a chance
of being blown free.  Not trapped
burning alive.

(Off Bulldogs look)
You ever heard the screams of a man
burning alive?

Reader takes out his car keys to start the SUV.  Bulldog
grabs his arm to stop him as he holds up one finger as he
slowly opens the door to the SUV.
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BULLDOG
Let it never be said I don't take
good advice.

Reader grins, he starts the SUV and they exit the parking
lot.

INT. RANCH HOUSE BEDROOM - DAY

Isabella opens her eyes.  The baby is in the makeshift bed
in the dresser next to her bed.  Pablo delicately lays dresses
from the open woman's closet on the bed near Isabella.

She starts to cry to Pablo as sits on the bed next to her
and he places his hand on her shoulder to give comfort.

PABLO
Pretty women should wear pretty
things.  There is a hot shower.

Pablo rises and gently closes the door behind him.

EXT. BORDER PATROL STATION - DAY

Rios parks the BPU, exits and goes to the rear and grabs the
shotgun, medical kit and his cooler, and then makes his way
towards the rear entrance.

Other Border Agents exit the station, they look at Rios and
shake their heads in disapproval.

BORDER AGENT #1
Oh Rios.  Gotta give you points to
go in there.  Captain's looking for
you.

RIOS
No shit?  Really?

Rios gives them the finger, rolls his eyes and enters the
station.

INT. RANCH HOUSE - DAY

Isabella is dressed in a pretty sun dress asleep above the
covers.  The baby is no longer in the makeshift bed in the
dresser.

Mike enters and sits on the bed with some hot soup and a
large glass of water.  He nudges Isabella, she wakes looking
better, Mike puts the soup and water on the end table.

MIKE
You need to get something in you.

(MORE)
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MIKE (CONT'D)
That I.V. wasn't enough.  Once you
get heat exhaustion, you're prone to
get it again quickly.

ISABELLA
Where's my baby?

MIKE
He's okay, he's with Pablo.

ISABELLA
Pablo?

MIKE
The old man who gave you the dress. 
He snatched him up pretty fast once
you fell asleep and hasn't let him
go since.

Isabella's laugh dwindles into a cry.  She gets up to hide
her tears.

ISABELLA
Thank you.  (Beat) I need to get
some air.

Mike gives Isabella space as she exits to

EXT. RANCH HOUSE - AFTERNOON

Where Mike was almost run down by Rebate earlier she walks
into the corral.  Rebate hears her close the gate and runs
out of the barn in defiance. Mike realizes what Isabella has
done and comes out to her rescue but is too late.

Rebate charges her and Mike starts running to her defense
but Isabella doesn't move.

Rebate SNORTS in full charge.

Directly for her.

The AIR EXPLODES AROUND HER AS REBATE PASSES - HAIR AND DRESS
CAUGHT IN THE WIND'S CONVULSION.

A near miss.

He circles back as she turns to meet his approach.

He stops before her, stomps, nearly hitting her and rises on
his back legs PRANCING at the air.  This horse needs a
sedative.
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ISABELLA
(Nearly singing)

Oh, look at you.  So beautiful, so
beautiful, Come here, mi amore.

Isabella holds out her hand, Rebate stares -- huffs -- slowly
approaches, backs up and then approaches again.

Isabella's touch softens the beast until he snuggles up
against her.

ISABELLA (CONT'D)
(Quietly to Rebate)

Oh, you can see me. Don't say
anything,  it's okay, I won't hurt
you.

Mike slows in awe and walks a little closer but Rebate SNORTS
at him, using better judgment he backs off and agrees to
watch.

INT. BORDER PATROL STATION - DAY

Rios enters the station as Agents go about their business,
he goes to the armory and put the barrel of the shotgun into
the safety barrel and EMPTIES the shells, and checks the
chamber and pulls the trigger.  CLICK.  All Clear.  He hands
the shotgun and the keys to the Patrol Unit over to the
Armorer.

RIOS
Try and save that one for us again.

ARMORER
Where's Mike?

RIOS
I dropped him off at home.  He was
really sick this morning.  Made it
to the end of the shift though.

ARMORER
Well hope he gets better, Captain
wants to see you.

RIOS
I know.  Hey, do we have an extra
set of hydraulic cutters?

ARMORER
Yeah, what you need them for?

RIOS
Well, you know that black stallion
of mine?
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Armorer heads to the back of the Armory to get the Hydraulic
bolt cutters.

ARMORER
You haven't put that demon down yet?

RIOS
He jammed the chains on the farm
gate.  I figured this'd be easier.

ARMORER
This will go right through chains,
just make sure you have no body parts
in the way.

Armorer hands Rios the hydraulic bolt cutters through the
window.

ARMORER (CONT'D)
Here you go.

RIOS
Heavy son of a bitch.

ARMORER
(Laughing)

Now you know why I'm not a
firefighter.

Rios chuckles and walks off.

EXT. RANCH HOUSE - AFTERNOON

Isabella brushes Rebate while Mike observes from the other
side of the fence.

MIKE
Isabella.  How'd you end up in the
middle of the desert?

ISABELLA
You really want to hear?  Most gringos
could care less.

ISABELLA strokes Rebates nose in affection.

ISABELLA (CONT'D)
My father owed the Juarez Cartel a
lot of money.  They make slaves out
of us when our parents can't pay.

MIKE
And the baby?
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ISABELLA
Javier, the son of a Capo.  He made
me his - toy.  He didn't stop until
I started to show.

Motioning at her anklet.

ISABELLA (CONT'D)
After my third attempt to escape, I
was getting good, they put this on
me.  They will kill me now, I was
only good to them because of the
baby.

MIKE
How are you so sure?

ISABELLA
Life is cheap across the river, when
children find a body, they don't
call the police, and they just find
somewhere else to play.

Tears descend Isabella's checks.

MIKE
Well, once we get this bracelet off,
you two are going to disappear.  Me
and Rios have a few connections.

Isabella nods.

INT. BORDER PATROL STATION CAPTAIN'S OFFICE - DAY

Trials and Tribulations, conflict with the Border Patrol,
Isabella is gravely wounded, they lose the baby and Rios's
Father gets killed, here is where Rio's realizes that he is
doing more harm than good.

The CAPTAIN a Redheaded Scot, with an overbearing accent
sticks out like a sore thumb. He sits, all business, he
shuffles some papers and looks up to see Rios in the door
frame.

CAPTAIN
Rios, Rios, Rios?  What the fuck am
I going to do with you?

RIOS
Where'd you get this?

Rios points to a wanted poster on the Captain's desk.

INSERT - Wanted Picture of Isabella in Spanish with 200,000
Pesos at the bottom.
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CAPTAIN
Two Private Dicks.  Just needed a
pass to get her through the border.

RIOS
And you gave it to them?

CAPTAIN
Ah yeah, why wouldn't I?  Is there
something you are not telling me?

RIOS
You don't remember her do you?  The
witness in my shooting.

CAPTIAN
Ah shit.  You had to tell me that
didn't you?  Now I have to suspend
you pending an investigation, ah
shit, I was gonna give you a warning,
but now you have to open that big
smart ass mouth, holy shit.  You let
her go didn't you?

RIOS
Oh that's bullshit you can't suspend
me because you think I might have
done something.  You know I am going
to be talking to my rep.

CAPTAIN
What?  You're lucky you still have a
badge...hand em over.  Keep your ID.

RIOS
Captain ...

CAPTAIN
Don't poke the bear, Rios, if your 
Pops wasn't a Texas Ranger you'd be
toast, I'd would have locked you up.

RIOS
Yes sir.

Rios stands and snaps to attention, he pulls his 9mm GLOCK
and drops the magazine and pulls the slide to the rear as a
round POPS out of the chamber.  He puts them all on the
Captain's desk, he then removes his badge from his uniform
and puts it on the desk as well.

He salutes the Captain and leaves the office and exits to 
outside the door, he picks up the bolt cutters and he turns
around to look at the Captain through the glass and gives
him the finger.
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CAPTAIN
Fuck you Rios, get out here.

EXT. BORDER PATROL STATION - DAY

Rios walks outside, still in uniform, puts the bolt cutters
in a beat up Chevy Impala that has seen a better life 10
years ago and pulls away.

EXT. SAN JOSE LIQUOR STORE - DAY

Rios pulls to a stop sign, eyes on the liquor store.  He
looks in his passenger seat at the bolt cutters.

INSERT - CLOCK ON DASHBOARD

12:15

BACK TO SCENE

Back at the liquor store.  Gears are turning.  A car behind
him HONKS.  He HONKS back - still not moving.

He takes a deep breath and turns into the liquor store.

EXT. RANCH HOUSE - DAY

A black SUV slowly pulls up to the Ranch house and stops.

Around the back of the Ranch House Rebate enters the corral,
starts a RUCKUS, he PRANCES, rises on his rear hoofs and
SNORTS.

INT. RANCH HOUSE KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Mike in the kitchen looks up at the clock on the wall.

INSERT WALL CLOCK -

12:15

BACK TO SCENE

Out the window to the corral as Rebate prances and stomps.

MIKE
Something's up.

He scans the kitchen counter, then it dawns on him.  He turns
and opens the refrigerator, musses about and finds some
carrots.

He then opens the kitchen door as if Godzilla awaits him on
the other side.
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EXT. RANCH HOUSE - DAY

The Black SUV hasn't moved, it sits there waiting, then the
doors open. Bulldog armed with an 870P Shotgun and Reader
with a pair of Berreta 92's exit the vehicle and approach
the ranch house.

EXT. TEXAS DESERT HIGHWAY - DAY

Rios floors the Impala down the dirt road, as a plume of
dust wisps toward the sky.  He reaches into the glove box,
inside is a sixty year old Colt .45 semiautomatic Pistol.

Rios grabs the .45 puts it in his lap and keeps his eyes on
the road as he fishes around in the glove box.  Finding  the 
seven round ammo clip, he braces the wheel with one hand and
holds the clip with the other, he inserts the magazine into
the weapon.

INSERT

CLOCK CAR RADIO 12:30 PM

BACK TO SCENE

He shakes the .45, it rattles.  He punches the pistol forward,
THE SLIDE GOES BACKWARD FROM THE MOMENTUM, THEN SLAPS FORWARD
TO CHAMBER A ROUND.

He reaches for the bottle in the brown paper bag, pulls it
out.  His bottle of Jack Daniels takes priority over the .45
and he takes a good belt of liquid courage.

EXT. RANCHER BARN YARD - DAY

REBATE PRANCES. 

Mike approaches armed with his carrots as he attempts to
calm the stallion.

MIKE
What got you going?  Want a carrot?

(To himself)
This better work Rios, where the
hell is he?

Mike slowly edges forward.  Rebate's eyes are wide, his
nostrils flare and he rises up on two legs again, Over
Rebate's shoulder towards the road he STOMPS the ground in
the direction of the SUV.

Mike puzzled looks at Rebate and realizes that the horse is
not looking at him and slowly turns and sees the Black SUV
parked near the house, but Reader and Bulldog are gone.
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FRONT OF HOUSE

Reader and Bulldog in front of the Rancher front door as 
Bulldog raises his shotgun;

BOOM!  BOOM!

He blows out two hinges; the door crashes inward.

CONTINUOUS

INT. RANCH HOUSE - DAY

Pablo is sitting there with the double barrel shotgun.

BOOM!

HE COCKS THE SECOND HAMMER

BOOM!

The rock salt cuts up Bulldog in the face and hits Reader in
the chest, he flies back through the door.

Bulldog aims the 870 in on Pablo and pulls the trigger.

BOOM!  Pablo is thrown against the wall as blood splatter
outlines his silhouette.  Reader gets up rubs his chest, his
shirt is torn, his vest is still intact but smoking.

READER
What the fuck was that?  Rock salt?

Reader marches back to the bedroom gun out, he goes into the
room and grabs the infant.  Isabella fights back, Reader
turns pushes her hard against the wall, she gets ups and
flings herself at Reader's back.

He goes BACKWARD AND SLAMS HER AGAINST THE WALL, she drops
and he then KICKS her in the side.

READER (CONT'D)
Fuck you.

He aims in and FIRES, THE ROUND HITS her in the chest, pushing
her up against the wall, He aims in on her head, she turns
away, BAM!  Another round to the head it enters her lower
jaw.

Motionless, she SLUMPS to the floor as her blood trail follows
her to the floor.
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EXT. RANCH HOUSE CORRAL - DAY

Mike runs to the house, he gets to the door, gun drawn
tactically he enters the kitchen but no chance;

CONTINUOUS

INT. RANCHER - KITCHEN - DAY

Mike opens the kitchen door; Bulldog is waiting, and then
into view -

BOOM!

The 870 SHOTGUN catches him full in the chest and Mike is
THROWN BACK OUT THE DOOR.

OUTSIDE

Mike dazzled bleeding from the face, his bullet proof vest
smoking,  SLIGHTLY ON FIRE, AUTOMATICALLY HE INSTINCTIVELY
RETURNS FIRE.

BAM, BAM, BAM, BAM. Rounds launch out from his Glock 17, not
essentially hitting anything except the house.

MIKE
Shit! Shit!

Crab walking backwards in a panic, he starts laying rounds
into the kitchen windows.

BAM, BAM,

BOOM!  A shot from Shotgun comes out the window,

BAM, BAM, BAM, from Mike's Glock.

Bulldog crouched pops up out the window to get a better shot.

EXT. RANCHER CORRAL - DAY

As Bulldog's round hits near Mike covering him with dirt. 
He scrambles as best he can backwards looking for cover
returning fire in a half-assed fashion with the sidearm pretty
much hitting the house and nothing else.

BAM, BAM!

SNORTING AND PRANCING REBATE suddenly positions himself
between Mike and the house, shielding him from any more
gunfire from Bulldog.
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INT. RANCHER - DAY

READER
You hit him?

BULLDOG
Yeah square in the chest, but he
still kicking, and there's a horse. 

READER
A horse?  You are shitting me, a
horse?  Leave him, let him bleed
out, lets go, I'm not taking a round
for this kid.

They back out of the Rancher through the front door.

EXT. RANCH HOUSE - DAY

Mike watches the two men and the infant enter the Black SUV
and ROAR away.  Rebates trots back and forth near the rear
of the house.

EXT. RANCH HOUSE CORRAL - DAY

Mike pulls out his cell phone, still aiming in on the house.

He pushes 911.

CELLPHONE (O.S.)
911 operator what is your emergency?

MIKE
Officer down, shots fired...

Mike drops the Cellphone, he starts to crawl to the kitchen
entrance.

EXT. COUNTY HIGHWAY - DAY

Rios Impala roaring down the highway as oncoming traffic
gets closer, a BLACK SUV passes in the opposite direction.

INT. RANCH HOUSE KITCHEN - DAY

Mike is stunned, bleeding from the face, slowly crawls through
the kitchen.

Outside a Vehicle ROARS to a stop.

RUNNING FOOTSTEPS.

Rios enters at the ready.  Gun drawn.  He sees his father. 
Then realizes Mike is crawling across the floor.
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Keeping his weapon ready, he pulls Mike up to sitting
position.

RIOS
You okay?  Holy shit, look at your
vest.

MIKE
O.K. I am o.k. Couple scratches maybe
a cracked rib or two, wind knocked
out of me.  I was so fucking close
the buck shot didn't have a chance
to spread out.

Mike tries to catch his breath.

MIKE (CONT'D)
They were good and fast.  Check the
girl, I called 911.

PABLO
Rios, son.

RIOS
I'm here Dad.

PABLO
The girl, they shot the girl.

Rios looks around and sees Isabella on the floor in the
hallway.  He quickly runs to her side, she is shot through
the side of her face the wound exiting out her jaw.

More blood comes from her chest cavity slowly oozing onto
the floor.  Rios takes off his shirt and rips it apart for
bandages.

RIOS
Shit.

Isabella is coughing blood trying to speak through the
remnants of her jaw as Rios ties off her wound.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Mike, the baby, where is the baby?

(To Isabella)
It's ok. Shh.

She struggles against Rios who tries to hold her still.  She
slows herself, dips her finger in her own blood and writes
the letters AA on Rios right pectoral.  She circles it, her
eyes serve as all the punctuation ever needed.  He nods.

She passes out.
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MIKE
They took the kid, shit they took
the kid.

Mike enters and pauses at Rios's torso, perforated with four
old bullet wounds and a tattoo on his on his shoulder: "Sempre
Fi".

He snaps out of it.

MIKE (CONT'D)
Your Dad, Rios, your dad.

RIOS
In a minute.  I gotta stop the
bleeding.

Mike grabs the bandages and starts working on Isabella.

MIKE
You don't have a minute.

Rios stops, looks at his Dad.  He goes to him and lifts him
up to cradle his head.

PABLO
Rio Pico?  I can't see you.

RIOS
Right here.

PABLO
You keep that damn horse.  Got off a
couple rounds cause of him.

RIOS
OK, Pappa.

PABLO
Wait till your mother sees this.

RIOS
Mom's dead, Dad.

PABLO
I know that you Jack Ass.

RIOS
Dad?  Hey here...

PABLO
Son, you're a shit but we always
loved you, always.

Pablo dies.
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INT. HOSPITAL ROOM

Isabella is motionless amongst tubes and monitors with
bandages wrapping her head.

Rios is alone with her in the room - looking out of the
window.

EXT. ALCADIO'S HACIENDA, MEXICO - DAY

A compound that blends modern architecture and old Spanish
style villa hides behind high walls, steel gate, random
patrols and cameras.  The circle AA brand adorns the top of
the gate.

The black SUV pulls up to the intercom, the camera captures
Reader and Bulldog as they give a gentle shooting signal.

Alcadio, his wife ROSA (50's) short but glamorous Red Head,
Javier and Lucia and Miguel.  Alcadio and Rosa quickly
approach the SUV as it pulls forward under the carport
veranda.  Reader and Bulldog step out.  Lucia solemnly
retrieves the baby from the back seat and shows him to Rosa
and Alcadio.

ROSA
See to my Grandson.  Lucia you need
anything, you tell me.

Javier shakes the hands of Bulldog and Reader.

Miguel goes up to Lucia to inspect the baby but quickly Javier
tosses the boy to the ground.

JAVIER
You don't touch him.  You never,
never touch him! You could infect
him.

Javier lets out a huge laugh as he puts his arms around Reader
and Bulldog and escorts them into the house.

JAVIER (CONT'D)
Tonight, we celebrate!

INT. RANCH HOUSE BARN - DAY

Rios rides Rebate into the Coral at a gallop, the horse is
sweating hard from a hard run, Rios is same condition.  He
dismounts and starts to remove the saddle, and grabs a brush
from the bed of a PRISTINE FORD 350 EXTENDED CAB PICKUP.

He brushes Rebate while handing him a supply of carrots.
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RIOS
We're the only family we have left.

Rios and Rebate touch foreheads.

RIOS (CONT'D)
I have to go now.

EXT. EL PASO HOSPITAL - AFTERNOON

TERRI enters driving a JEEP WRANGLER followed by a rough
gang of fifteen Hispanic Motorcycles Riders on HARLEYS.

Terri exits the Jeep at the curb and runs to Mike as he exits
the front door of the hospital.  She hugs him and grabs him
like an over protecting mother, looking over his bandage and
opening his shirt to inspect the bruises.

Terri (28) is a pretty no frill Hispanic woman, that you
want on your side in a bar fight.

MIKE
I'm okay, I'm okay.  Just a couple
of scratches and some bruised ribs. 
I wouldn't lie to you.

TERRI
Yes, yes you would, who where those
mother fuckers shooting my baby?  Do
you know?  My cousin Pedro, he will
take care of them.

Mike waves to Pedro on his bike and gives him a thumbs up. 
Pedro returns with a salute and Motorcycle Gang ROARS OFF.

MIKE
I didn't get a look at them and you
are not calling your cousin Pedro
again, that crew is a one step away
from a Federal Penitentiary.  Rios
is pretty shook up.

TERRI
Oh no, his dad didn't make it?

MIKE
No, and a girl is in the hospital,
it doesn't look good for her.

EXT. EL PASO CITY STREET - AFTERNOON

In the Ford with Rios driving enters, and pulls into the
parking lot of a Feed Store.  In the background, we see the
border and the bridge that leads to Mexico.
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Rios gets out the Ford, with a brown paper bag.  He takes a
hit, screws the cap back on and throws the bottle into the
truck.

INT. EL PASO HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY

Mike in the hallway dressed in casual attire looks into the
room as nurses and staff swirl around the comatose Isabella. 
He turns talks to a Doctor, the conversation is brief, nods
and shaking of heads.  The doctor exits, Mike pulls out his
cell phone and speed dials.

INTERCUT:

MIKE
Rios?

Rios answers his cell phone leaning up against his truck.

RIOS
Hi Mike.

Rios is quiet as he listens as he reaches inside the truck
and grabs a bottle of Jack Daniels slightly hidden in a paper
bag.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Stay with her, do all you can.  Can
you and a couple of the guys stop at
the ranch feed the horses?

MIKE
Hey, what you going to do Rios?

Silence.

MIKE (CONT'D)
I said what the fuck you planning on
doing Rios?  Rios don't do stupid
shit you hear me?  Rios?

RIOS
It's O.K. Mike, It's O.K.

MIKE
No it's not O.K.  Where  were you
yesterday partner?  Why it take you
so long to get back? My dick was
almost shot off, where the fuck were
you?

RIOS
The Captain held me up.
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MIKE
Where Rios?  At the local tavern? I
could smell the booze on you yesterday
partner.  I could have been killed
cause you and Jack Daniels had a
fuck date.

RIOS
Fuck you.

MIKE
Where are you you little shit head?

RIOS
Doorway to hell Mike, Doorway to
hell.

Rios hangs up.

MIKE
Rios?  Rios?

EXT. EL PASO FEEDSTORE - DAY

Rios takes a good drink of the Jack, it is empty and he tosses
it against the curb.

The bottle SHATTERS, drawing the look of onlookers coming
out of the Feedstore.

He reaches inside the bed and grabs an iron bar and starts
to BEAT THE SIDE OF HIS TRUCK.  Onlookers look and move away,
as Rios throws the bar into the bed of the truck and raises
his hand as a gesture of "I'm O.K."

Rios grabs the bar one more time and HITS THE TRUCK and looks
up at the sky.

INT. ALCADIO HACIENDA BABY'S ROOM - DAY

Javier and Alcadio with glasses of wine, while Rosa oversees
Lucia tends to and feeding the baby.

ALCADIO
And now, everything is where is should
be.

They gulp the last of their wine and exit to an interior
courtyard.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
You have done better this time, my
son.

(MORE)

Javier smiles.
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ALCADIO (CONT'D)
You were in love with this Isabella?

JAVIER
I wasn't myself, Pappa.  I'm better
now.

THEY MOVE INTO THE

DINING ROOM
Which Servants are preparing.

ALCADIO
We will find you a bride, one that
will love your first son as her own.

They enter the kitchen.  Alcadio stops and samples some food,
he nods to the Cook in approval.

JAVIER
Father I can look for love on my
own.

ALCADIO
You can put your cock in anything we
can put a shackle on!

Quietly, he gets close to Javier's face.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
But I will find you a wife that will
bring honor to this family.  A family
YOU have disgraced.  What would happen
if the other families found you were
all hopped up on heroin?  There will
be no further discussion if you wish
to remain my son.

(To the waiters)
Only the best wine.

(To Javier)
Go get the car, we have to get the
stadium early.

Alcadio moves on.

Javier scans about.  Face swollen with rage.  Two steps later
and his

OUTSIDE
Where Miguel is busies himself wiping
the desert dust from the HUMVEE.

Javier THROWS A MAN PUNCH THAT LANDS SQUARE on the boy's
chest and sends him flying.
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Miguel doesn't move as Javier, satisfied, straightens his
shirt and walks back in.

Miguel starts to move and in an of defiance gives Javier the
finger as he walks away.

EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ THE CATHEDRAL OF CATIANA EL CENTRO - DAY

A beautiful cathedral with a large open square in front of
the main entrance that beckons the poor and weary to enter.

Enter Rios, who barely drives his truck to the front of the
church and stops at a respectable distance.  He gets out
with another bottle of Tequila and leans up against the hood.

RIOS
(To himself)

So what the fuck you doing heh?  You
have a problem with me?  I'm only
trying to help and you keep throwing
shit at me.

Another swig of Tequila leaves the bottle as a NUN with her
face in shadows suddenly APPEARS next him.

NUN
Have you no faith in the decisions
of your savior?

RIOS
Holy Shit, where did you come from? 
You shouldn't sneak up on people
Sister, get yourself shot like that.

Rios looks at the Nun but can't get a solid look at her face
as the habit conceals it in the shadows.  Is she circling
him or is he to drunk?

RIOS (CONT'D)
Sister now don't fuck with me, this
is between me an him, and stop moving. 
So I am sorry but get the fuck out
of here, I am trying to reconcile
myself with God.

NUN
And how do you know you have not
already?

She reaches for the bottle.

RIOS
Do I look like I am going to share?

(MORE)
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The Nun steps back, and we see there is a hint of Isabella
in the shadows.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Isabella?

NUN
Who is Isabella?

RIOS
Someone to die for, I thought you
looked like somebody I know.

NUN
Maybe you shouldn't drink, where is
your faith?

RIOS
(Pointing to the church)

You have any ideas besides that faith
thing?  I went to church every
fucking, fuck day, believed in your
church.  Ya know he could have just
saved this one, just this one, but
no he has to go kill them all.

NUN
God doesn't kill people, people kill
people.

RIOS
Like the inquisitions?

NUN
Like I said God doesn't kill people,
nor does he ask that you kill people
in his name.

RIOS
Yeah well my faith isn't going to
save anybody, but my firearm might.

Rios looks at the church one more time, takes another hit of
the Tequila, FLIPS OFF the church and enters his truck.

NUN
God will love you regardless of your
sins.  Go with God.

The Nun crosses herself and kisses the cross around her neck
as Rios watches the Nun in the rear view mirror.

RIOS
Fucking do gooders, what the fuck
good they do in this hell hole.

(MORE)
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He glances forward, STARTS the truck, looks in the rear view,

THE NUN IS GONE.

He looks over his shoulder through the rear view window to
get a better look.  She is gone and the Plaza is too big for
her to simply walk away.

RIOS (CONT'D)
What the fuck?

He looks at the bottle.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Maybe she was right amigo, you
starting to hallucinate eh?

Rios drives off Pulls into a side street and parks and across
the Street is the HEARTBREAK HOTEL.

INSIDE RIOS TRUCK

Rios takes an extra set of keys from the glove box, then his
cell phone and the old .45 Automatic from his knapsack and
shoves them between the passenger seat out of view.

He exits the truck and locks the truck with the key alarm,
wanders out into the street, he scans the street and eyes up
the Heartbreak and crosses the street to enter.

EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO STADIUM OLIMPICO BENITO JUAREZ -
AFTERNOON

Alcadio is staring down the Soccer Team on the soccer field. 
They seem distressed, nervous and shuffle about slightly. 
We notice a sponsor symbol on their sleeves, it is the symbol
that Isabella was trying to draw on the wall.

ALCADIO
I do not need to be negative about
the events that will occur if you
lose next week.

Javier enters carrying a briefcase.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
Go now and be with your family, hey,
no drinking.  I catch anyone drunk I
will personally cut his balls off.

Alcadio turns and goes to Javier.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
I will, you know.

(MORE)
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ALCADIO (CONT'D)
(To Javier)

What have you there?

Javier opens the briefcase, inside are four GPS locator
bracelets with small squares attached.

JAVEIR
I had the GPS locators modified to
carry a small amount of C4.  Now
when they don't return, we don't
have to chase them down.

ALCADIO
Like Pancho?

EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - DAY

Focus in on a running leg, on the leg is a GPS Locator,
zooming out we see Pancho walking through the desert with a
small backpack and a determination.

EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO STADIUM OLIMPICO BENITO JUAREZ -
AFTERNOON

Javier pulls out a Smart Phone.

JAVEIR
Now all we have to do is turn on the
locator with this app I had designed
send a signal through my phone.

ALCADIO
Does it work?

JAVEIR
Yes, I can even turn off, I have a
return Ping, so that way if I turn
it on, it gives them a chance to
turn around.

INSERT - SMART PHONE SCREEN

Jabber punches in a few codes on the keypad, and a dot comes
on the map screen.  He hesitates over the button labeled
initiate, then pushes.

BACK TO SCENE

JAVEIR (CONT'D)
After three minutes, a loud pitch
will start.
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EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - DAY

Poncho makes his way across open desert.

LOUD WHINING PITCH

JAVEIR (O.S.)
Then about 5 seconds later.

BOOM!

A small EXPLOSION, a proportionate mushroom cloud forms and
wisps away with the wind. Closer we see Poncho crawling with
the remains of his leg.

EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO STADIUM OLIMPICO BENITO JUAREZ -
AFTERNOON

Javeir closes the brief case, pulls out two cigars.  He hands
one to Alcadio and bites the tip off his and lights it,
Alcadio follows suit.

ALCADIO
I like this GPS with a bomb, good
idea, the baby?

JAVIER
I have many good ideas Poppa.

Alcadio nods.

EXT. EL PASO CITY STREET - AFTERNOON

In the Ford with Rios driving enters, and pulls into the
parking lot of a Feed Store. In the background, we see the
border and the bridge that leads to Mexico.

Rios gets out the Ford, with a brown paper bag.  He takes a
hit, screws the cap back on and throws the bottle into the
truck.

INT. EL PASO HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY

Mike in the hallway dressed in casual attire looks into the
room as nurses and staff swirl around the comatose Isabella.
He turns talks to a Doctor, the conversation is brief, nods
and shaking of heads.  The doctor exits, Mike pulls out his
cell phone and speed dials.

MIKE
Rios?
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INT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL - AFTERNOON

Rios sits in the corner, several bottles of beer, a couple
of shot glasses indicate he is on his way to full tilt.

Some good-looking HOOKERS ad lib among themselves, and finally
a hooker named MIA lusts over to Rios as he looks over his
beer she approaches for business.

MIA
Hello, my guapo hombre, my name is
Mia.  What is your name?

RIOS
Do I know you Mia?  Where is Miranda?

MIA
Busy, besides I am prettier than
her.

She nods yes, and slides around the booth next to him nice
and cozy.

MIA (CONT'D)
You dress like an American.

RIOS
Well I'm not open for business today. 
Where is Miranda?

MIA
She's not here today.  Big boss want
her.

She reaches over and slides her hand onto his crotch.

RIOS
Mia, is that your real name?  I doubt
it, you even come close to my wallet,
I'll cold cock you so hard you wonder
what fucking day it is.

Mia is taken back slightly but hasn't moved her hand.

MIA
Listen Hun, if I pull your cock out
here and now, something will open
for business.

Rios looks at her with amusement.

MIA (CONT'D)
Well what do want Rios?  I gotta
make a buck here, so what's it gonna
be?  Drugs?
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RIOS
I have been around this entire town
and nobody knows so maybe you?  You
ever see this?

Rios grabs a napkin from under a beer mug, he takes out a
pen from his shirt pocket.  He draws a circle and writes two
A's in the center.

RIOS (CONT'D)
You ever see something like this? 
It's worth some money for you, and
another round for all three no four,
son of a bitches that made a mistake
of coming in here.

MIA
I don't know this AA.  Is that blood
on your chest?

Rios opens his shirt and show Mia the blood stained AA and
signals the bartender for another round.

RIOS
Yeah, it's fucking blood.  What the
fuck, why don't you fucking people
listen?

He pours another beer into his glass from a 1/4 full pitcher.

RIOS (CONT'D)
There are protocols you know.

Rios pulls out his wallet, he fishes around its empty, he
reaches into his front pocket pulls out a 4inch lock blade
along with some twenties and gives Mia one.

RIOS (CONT'D)
No, don't worry I'm not Jack the
Ripper O.K.

MIA
Who?

RIOS
Never mind, a guy has to protect
himself right?

Mia takes the napkin, and goes to the bar.  Rios grabs his
lock blade and un-folds the blade and spins it on the table
like a toy top.  Rios slowly drops his chin on the table and
watches Mia at the bar.
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RIOS HAZY POV

Mia talks to the Bartender who nods his head and motions for
a dangerous looking BAR HENCHMAN with four-day growth of
beard in the corner to come over.

They confer and check out Rios, make some gestures among
themselves.  The Bar Henchman wipes his hand on a dirty dish-
cloth and walks over to Rios.

END POV

Rios picks up his head and looks cross eyed at the Bar
Henchman.

BAR HENCHMAN
What you looking for hombre?

RIOS
Permission.

BAR HENCHMAN
For what?

RIOS
To have another drink?

Mia saunters over to the table, as sober as a church, slides
into the booth again.

MIA
You are Border Patrol aren't you
Hun?  Miranda told me about you, you
almost got in a fight with Javier.

RIOS
Javeiriii, almost kicked his skinny
ass.  Yeah I am border patrol, or
was, Yep.  It's a job, the only
fucking job I ever new and they fucked
me.  I wasn't drunk you know, they
said I was drinking but I wasn't
drunk.

Rios pours more beer into his glass, he offers to the Henchman
Bartender a drink.  He declines the offer.

RIOS (CONT'D)
You know what I like about my job? 
How about pulling your floating
carcass dumb asses out the fucking
river, four days old and smelling
like shit?  You know that smelly
wet, dog shit smell?

(MORE)
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RIOS (CONT'D)
You people kill more people in a day
than we kill in fucking animal
shelters, what the fuck is wrong
with you people?

Rios smiles at Mia and puts his fingers to her mouth.

RIOS (CONT'D)
The kids, you know, the dead kids
are the worse, you know the mules? 
They're dead and they don't even
know it.

BAR HENCHMAN
I don't like you.

RIOS
Really?  What the fuck you care?  My
money not good here?

BAR HENCHMAN
Know your money is good, it is your
badge it does not like, and I think
you say too much and draw too many
pictures.

Bar Henchman reaches behind his back and pulls out a gun.

Points it at Rios.

Bar henchman too close.

Rios grabs the gun hand and forces it to the table.

BAM!  The gun goes off SHATTERS A MIRROR behind the bar.

Rio's other hand swings the lock blade into the Bar Henchman's
forearm.

He SCREAMS.

BAR HENCHMAN (CONT'D)
Dios Mio!

The Bar Henchman grabs Rios's arm with the lock blade, they
struggle, and quickly Mia grabs the pitcher of beer, and
SMASHES IT AGAINST THE BACK OF RIOS HEAD.

Rios looks at Mia in an innocent way and blacks out.

Bad Guys close in and discover Rios intentions and his plan
is exposed.
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EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO BAR  - AFTERNOON

A HUMVEE pulls up to the bar, the bystanders move away as
Four Mexican Henchmen and Javier exit the HUMVEE and walk
into the Bar.

The street returns to normal.

EXT. RANCH HOUSE CORRAL - DAY

Rebate comes TROTTING out of the barn and then suddenly rears
onto two legs. He then runs to the CORRAL FENCE LEAPS AND HE
IS OVER, GALLOPING INTO THE DISTANCE.  Mike and a couple of
other Agents, exit the kitchen and watch as the horse gallops
off.

INT. HOSPITAL ISABELLA'S ROOM - AFTERNOON

The room is filled with Nurses as they check I.V.'s and look
at charts, a Doctor confers with Mike as Teri hangs on his
arm.

Isabella  lies in the hospital bed comatose, IV hooked to
her arms as a respirator controls her breathing.  Nurses pat
her head with a wet cloth, pick her up to change her position.

INT. CIUDAD JUAREZ HEARTBREAK HOTEL - AFTERNOON

Alcadio enters the bar with his Henchmen Guards in tow.  The
Bar Henchman with a dishrag as a makeshift bandage around
his hand, pistol in his belt, points out Rios in the corner
with his head in a canvas bag.

Alcadio motions to remove the Bag and to untie him.

ALCADIO
What is this?

Alcadio moves to the bar and grabs a beer.

HEAD HENCHMAN
Border patrol.

ALCADIO
(To Rios)

You know who I am?

RIOS
Should I fuck care?

(MORE)

Head Henchman smacks Rios across the mouth partially knocking
him off the chair.  Rios takes it well as he wipes the blood
from his lips.
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RIOS (CONT'D)
Well if I knew who you were you
wouldn't be too smart would you?

The Head Henchman goes to hit Rios again but Alcadio stops
him with a motion of his hand.

ALCADIO
So you are a smart one he?  Why are
you looking for this?

He holds the napkin with the double AA circled.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
Double AA?

RIOS
I am not sure it would be a benefit
to us both to expose that reasoning
at this moment.

ALCADIO
What?

RIOS
Fuck you.

ALCADIO
Put him in the back, guard him till
we figure out what the fuck to do
with him.  Miranda likes him, I can
use that.

INT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL UPSTAIRS ROOM  -  EVENING

Rios tied to a chair with a guard that sits in the corner,
as Javier enters and walks up to Rios.

JAVIER
Hello Gringo?

Looking at his wallet.

JAVEIR
Rios Sanchez?  Remember me?

RIOS
Yeah I remember you tough guy, the
mariachi lover concerned about his
dick.

Javier comes out nowhere with a kick to the chair that sends
Rios flying against the floor and wall.  Javier walks over
to Rios and kneels down.
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JAVEIR
I am just waiting to see if I should
bury you in a hole or split your
head open and throw you in the river
or maybe you have an O.D.?

RIOS
We have challenges that I don't think
we are going to be able to manage. 
So since you are down here why don't
you just fucking blow me.

Javier raises his hand to strike Rios but Alcadio enters the
room.

ALCADIO
Enough.

JAVIER
Yes papa.

ALCADIO
Tag him with your new toy.

A henchman comes forward and snaps a GPS Leg Bracelet onto
Rios leg.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
We shall see Mr. Rios if you are
Team Player.  You are now part of
our bomb disposal team.

The henchmen LAUGH with Javier as they loosen Rios bindings
and help him to his feet.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
Pain and Pleasure, Mr. Rios all part
of the game.  Oh, that bracelet has
a timer.

RIOS
Why?

ALCADIO
My son thought it would humane to,
you know so that he distance himself,
from family and friends, to say good
bye.  We'll be back, don't disappear.

JAVEIR
(To his henchmen)

Untie him give him a chance, have
your fun but don't kill him, yet.
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Alcadio and Javier exit and the dead bolt turns on the door,
the henchmen close on Rios and beat the living shit out of
him with punches and kicks.  He tries to defend himself but
eventually is forced into a ball on the floor.

OUTSIDE THE ROOM

Door Henchman grabs a chair, pulls out his cell phone starts
texting away, while the rest exit, the SOUNDS OF THE BEATING
CAN BE HEARD THROUGH THE DOOR

EXT. ALCADIO HACIENDA COURT YARD - DAY

Reader and Bruiser walk out of the hacienda, Reader gives
Bruiser an envelope.

BRUISER
Are we going to watch the game?

Bruiser quickly checks the envelope and stuffs it into his
jacket.

READER
We should stay till after the game
tomorrow, I mean he is the boss.

BRUISER
Soccer.  Fag game. No, we have to
get back and make sure the loose
ends are tied up.  We fucked up.

BULLDOG
How?

READER
That Border agent.

BULLDOG
Yeah I hit him square on why?

READER
Must have had class IV vest, paranoid
fuck must have thought somebody was
gonna shoot him with a shotgun, he's
alive.

BULLDOG
Fucking fag, that's just like unfair.

They enter their Black SUV, START THE CAR THEN SHUT THE DOORS
and drive away.
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INT. CAR OF THE BORDER CROSSING SHOOTING - DAY

The shot DEA Agent sits in the Driver seat, with two bullet
wounds to the face pulsing blood through the wound.  He turns
to Rios as Isabella screams in SILENCE in the background.

DEA AGENT
Why you shoot me man?  What about my
kids?  What about Isabella?

Sanchez appears in the back seat, shotgun wounds open and
bleeding out, he leans forward over the front seat.

SANCHEZ
You fucked up this one son didn't
you?

Then directly behind Rios a female hand on his shoulder, he
turns and sees the NUN.

ISABELLA (V.O.)
It's O.K. Rios, it's O.K..

INT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL UPSTAIRS ROOM - DAY

Rios tossing in the bed, SITS STRAIGHT UP covered in sweat.

RIOS
Shit.

Isabella in her tattered dress she wore crossing the border
watches him from the corner.

Rios shakes his head, she is gone.

INT. HOSPITAL ISABELLA'S ROOM - NIGHT

Isabella in her hospital room, breathes through the respirator
as the nurse comes in and checks vitals and leaves.  The
heartbeat monitor skips a beat, goes DEADLINE for three
seconds, then comes back, faint but noticeable.

INT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL UPSTAIRS ROOM - DAY

Rios looks again to the corner for Isabella, she is gone.

INT. BORDER PATROL STATION CAPTAIN'S OFFICE - DAY

The Captain sits in the chair behind his desk as Mike stands
close looking out the window and listens in on the
conversation taking place between the Captain and someone on
the phone, then acknowledges the other and end the
conversation in Spanish and the Captain ends the call.

Mike turns and looks at him.
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MIKE
No luck?

CAPTAIN
He said they would be on the look
out, but nothing is on the radar.

MIKE
What can we do?

CAPTAIN
Nothing laddy.  O.K. let's get this
over with, badge and gun, check in
every day with the watch commander. 
You are looking at week suspension.

Mike hands over his gun and badge.

EXT. BORDER PATROL STATION - DAY

Outside the station, Mike talks with a few other Border Agents
when the Captain enters the scene from inside the station.

CAPTAIN
Mike.

MIKE
Yes sir, anything else?

CAPTAIN
I did a further check on those Private
Dicks that came into the station two
days ago.

MIKE
They were a pretty rough crew.

CAPTAIN
Well FBI just informed they are under
private contract from a private
citizen in Mexico.

MIKE
That's all good, but why you telling
me?

CAPTAIN
Every time they visit a witness, a
couple days later they ended up dead.
And whole family ends up dead too. 
So you have a private firearm at the
house right?
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INT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL UPSTAIRS ROOM - DAY

Lucia sits in the corner. She gets up to walk over to Rios
and SLAPS him gently.

LUCIA
Hey Gringo! You alive?

Rios feels his face swollen but bearable he tries to stand
and grimaces at the pain in his shoulder, stomach and legs. 
He looks at his hand and it is handcuffed to the bed.

LUCIA (CONT'D)
I have to go, I am only here to make
sure you don't choke on your own
vomit.  I have to go check on the
baby.

RIOS
What baby?

LUCIA
Javier's son.

RIOS
No shit?  The mother's name is
Isabella isn't it?

LUCIA
How do you know this?

RIOS
Let's call it good luck Rios pulls
on the handcuffs.  How do you know
Isabella?

LUCIA
You mean Sister Isabella?  Before
they took her away.

Lucia gets up from the corner with a wash cloth she washes
Rios face.

LUCIA (CONT'D)
My father had bad dreams like you.

RIOS
Holy Mother of God, who took her
away?

LUCIA
The same men that have you handcuffed
to a bed.  She was asking about the
girls.
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RIOS
What girls?

LUCIA
You know those girls that disappear.

RIOS
No I don't.

LUCIA
Thousands every year, I am lucky,
they like the way I take care of the
Nino.

ON THE DOOR.

Alcadio enters, dressed with suit tie with a dignity of a
Grandfather.

ALCADIO
(To Lucia)

Leave him, go get some food for him,
then go wait in the truck.

Lucia exits.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
I can solve problems very fast so
let me be straightforward.  Should I
kill you?

Alcadio lifts his jacket to show his gun.

RIOS
No, Yeah, shit.  At this point I
really don't give a shit.

ALCADIO
I wasn't always a drug kingpin, as
you Americans say.

RIOS
Really?  U Haul manager with a lucky
day?

Here is where we learn to like to hate the bad guy, we have
empathy for him but we do not approve of him.

Alcadio laughs.

ALCADIO
Okay that's funny give you that, no, 
when I was ten years old I had to
sell drugs.

(MORE)
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ALCADIO (CONT'D)
Small stuff to get medicine for my 
mother.  T. B. Very hard to watch,
you ever watch someone die from T.B.?

RIOS
No.

ALCADIO
It was good money.

RIOS
You were able to help?

ALCADIO
No, not at all, she died painfully,
and I could do nothing about it.

RIOS
Why?

ALCADIO
I was in prison. She died without me
and there was nothing I could do. 
So from then on I resolved to make
enough money so I could choose who
dies and maybe who lives.

RIOS
This is why you are here now?

ALCADIO
Yes, to decide if you die or live.

Alcadio goes to the chair and sits.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
I have a problem.  Normally we exact
a price for those persons of wealth
or let's say prominence.

RIOS
That ain't gonna happen with me, I
know fast food clerks with more in
the bank than me.

ALCADIO
This I know already, and we don't
want to ransom you.  Your government,
they just send those sea lion teams
and it gets more expensive to bribe 
our soldiers than the money I would
get from you.  That's no good.
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RIOS
You mean S.E.A.L. Teams?

ALCADIO
SEAL Teams?  O.K. and if we kill
you, and believe me I have men that
are just waiting for that opportunity,
then I have that same problem.  I
normally just make you disappear.

RIOS
I thought we were getting real chummy
here for a moment.

ALCADIO
Well you are fortunate.

Alcadio points to the GPS on Rios's ankle.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
That GPS is something my son has
designed, I am very proud of it.

RIOS
I am thrilled too,... I can't wait
to see if it works.

ALCADIO
I have decided I am willing to take
a chance with this new hardware, you
will take my couriers across the
border.  You don't come back, you
die.  You get lost, you die.  You
don't get back here in Tim...

RIOS
...You die.  I get the idea, what's
to stop me from just getting a gun
and blowing your head off and then
killing myself when I get a chance.

ALCADIO
You are a drunk, disgraced ex-Border
Agent, you would have blown your own
head off by now if you had any pride.

Pause.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
Why is working for the other side
such a far step for you?  Besides we
pay better, and we got health
insurance too.

(MORE)

Alcadio goes to the door, knocks it opens.
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ALCADIO (CONT'D)
Eat something, get strong, you have
a lot of work to do, let me know if
you change your mind.  We can give
the food to hungry.

Lucia enters with a tray of food, but the utensils and plates
are plastic, she places the tray down.

ALCADIO (CONT'D)
You like the young ones?  Good
behavior gets its rewards.

Alcadio exits and shuts the door, the dead bolt is thrown.

IN THE HALLWAY

INT. EL PASO SUBURBS MIKE'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON

The living room modestly decorated as Teri watches the news
on TV.  Mike enters and approaches her as she stares at the
TV and kisses her on the cheek.

He enters the adjacent kitchen opens the refrigerator looks
around snooping.

TERI
Get out of there.

MIKE
Ah come on, let me have a snack.

TERI
There is fruit on the counter.

MIKE
They can't find Rios.

TERI
What you mean?

MIKE
They have his truck going across the
border.  Then he missed three check
ins with the HQ.

TERI
I thought he was suspended?

MIKE
Still have to check in.  You know
the other day I really had a chance
to like take care of baby.  I was a
bit overwhelmed to be honest.
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TERI
You don't want a baby do you?

Mike stops.

MIKE
Oh my God, you have the wrong idea,
I really got to like this little
fellow, he was a lot of work but
when he smiled at you it just didn't
matter.

TERI
Oh Mikey.

MIKE
I want us to adopt, I'm getting tired
just listening only to you nag me.

Teri comes over and gives Mike a hug and kiss.

TERI
I love to have a baby, yes we can do
that.  Hun were are the groceries?

EXT. EL PASO SUBURBS MIKE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Mike exits house goes to his car to open the door grabs a
bag of groceries and enters the house.

50 YARDS DOWN THE STREET IN A SEDAN

Bruiser and Reader exit the black SUV, they both carry
submachine guns.  They cross the lawn, semi casual, another
day's work.

IN MIKES YARD OUTSIDE THE HOUSE

Reader and Bruiser look in the house, inside are shadows
coming through the drapes of a bay window, as they check the
safeties on the weapons.

Slowly they stay in the shadows and work their way up to the
windows, they peer in and nod to each other.

ACROSS THE STREET IN THE SHADOWS

Huge flood lights TURN ON with loud CLICKS, like deer in
headlights Bruiser and Reader freeze.  Ten laser sights dance
over their bodies as the SWAT members aim in their weapons.
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SWAT TEAM LEADER
(Over a P.A)

Drop your weapons, this is your only
warning, failure to comply will be
deemed a hostile action and we will
open fire.  Suelta tu arma...

READER
(To the SWAT Team)

Fuck you!  We understand English you
cock sucking pricks!

BRUISER
Fuck.  I knew it was too easy.  This
is why you don't shoot cops, they
get all bothered and shit.

READER
Yeah, you going back in?

BRUISER
No, I can't do it again, they have
me for murder, kidnapping. They are
going to flick the switch with us
brother, remember this is Texas.

SWAT TEAM LEADER
(Over the P.A)

I said put down your weapons or we
will kill you!

Reader flips them the bird.

READER
Yeah, should have found work in New
Jersey.  It's been good for what it
is worth.

BRUISER
Yeah, me too.

Bruiser and Reader turn to the lights and raise their weapons.

The SWAT team does not hesitate and OPENS FIRE.

BRRRRRRRRRap!, BRRRRRRRap!

The shadows respond with OVERWHELMING FIREPOWER.  Bruiser
and Reader are dead standing as the impacts keep them from
falling.

They finally hit the ground.  The Swat Team, and the Captain
come running up guns drawn.
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Bulldog is clearly dead, bullet rounds to the head. Reader
is struggling, closer exam we see bullet proof vests, but
they could not stop all the rounds. Mike exits the house,
shotgun in hand.

He kneels down next to Reader.

MIKE
Hi remember me?  Where is Rios?

READER
Fuck you.

MIKE
I'll make these guys keep you alive
for months on a ventilator with no
morphine you fuck, where is Rios?

READER
Alvarez has him at the Heartbreak.

Reader dies.

Mike gets up and goes to Teri as she exits the house
astonished, she runs over to Mike, pulls her away from the
mayhem.

MIKE
(To Teri)

I have to go get Rios.  Captain take
care of her?

CAPTAIN
Mike I can't let you go over there.

MIKE
I am suspended you can't stop a
private citizen, unless you are going
to charge me?

CAPTAIN
Hey you shit, who you think you are
talking to?

MIKE
Somebody who plays by too many rules.

EXT. TEXAS/MEXICO BORDER CROSSING - BRIDGE OF AMERICAS -
MORNING

Rios stands outside his Jeep Wrangler at the Border Point,
smoking a cigarette as he waits for; The Hispanic Motorcycle
Gang with 15 riders ROAR up to Mike and stop.
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MIKE
(To the Border Agents
on the Gate)

They're with me.

They proceed to cross the border.

EXT.. CIUDAD JUAREZ HEARTBREAK HOTEL - NIGHT

Mike in his used Jeep Wrangler parks in the side alley of
the Heartbreak Hotel.  He gets out of his car, and lights a
cigarette, opens the trunk and pulls out a shotgun, CHAMBERS
A ROUND INTO THE BREACH.

DOWN THE STREET ROAR FIFTEEN MEMBERS OF THE HISPANIC
MOTORCYCLE GANG

Pedro in the lead, he pulls up to Mike.

PEDRO
You gonna owe us big time.

RIOS
I married your crazy cousin, that
should be enough.

Pedro and his gang park the Harleys.

Mike takes another drag on his smoke, throws it to ground
and enters the bar.

EXT. DESERT BLUFF - NIGHT

The faint shadow of Rebate as it looks out over the desert
at the lights of Ciudad Juarez.  Then in an act of defiance
he rises on two legs, then makes off into the night.

INT. CIUDAD JUAREZ HEARTBREAK HOTEL - NIGHT

Mike walks into the bar with the Shotgun over his shoulder. 
Immediately the Bartender makes for a weapon under the bar.

BOOM!

Mike shotgun SHATTERS THE REMAINING GLASS MIRROR behind the
bar, the bar keep backs off. Mike chambers another round and
behind him walk in the motorcycle gang.

MIKE
Who the fuck is in charge?

BARKEEP
O.K. o.k. No need to get upset, I
just work here.
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Miranda and Lucia appear at the top of the stairwell.

MIRANDA
Who wants to know?

BOOM!  Another SHELL FLIES over to the Bar Keep who tries to
leave and catches the round in the chest and flies back
against the bar.

PEDRO
Wow man you cold mother fucker.

MIKE
I've had a bad couple of days.

The guard from Rios's room comes flying down the hallway
towards the stairwell, Miranda ducks back for cover.

BAM!  BAM!  BAM!

BOOM!  From the shotgun covers the entire stairwell, the
Guard goes down.  Miranda appears at the top of the stairs,

MIRANDA
Who the fuck is shooting up my bar?

MIKE
Where is he?

MIRANDA
Who?

MIKE
I'm Mike and I want Rios.

MIRANDA
Up here.  All you had to do was ask
you shit, look at my place.  Fuck,
you killed them both.

Miranda motions for Mike to come upstairs.  Mike goes to the
door Miranda points to, HE CHAMBERS ANOTHER ROUND.

MIRANDA (CONT'D)
Whoa what fuck, you think I don't
have a key?

She pushes Mike back from the door, inserts a key and opens
the door.

INSIDE THE ROOM
Rios sits on the bed, he is beat bad
with the GPS Bomb leg propped on the
bed.
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RIOS
HI Mike, glad you could stop by.

MIKE
You fucking asshole, let's go.  Holy
shit who did the number on your face?

RIOS
Yeah I'm not too pretty am I?  I
won't get 50 feet from this place
with this on my leg?

Lucia pokes her head inside.

LUCIA
The policia are coming.

RIOS
Leave Mike.

MIKE
What the fuck is wrong with you
Marine?  I just killed two people to
save your stupid drunk ass. So lets'
get your shit together, pull your
balls out of your ass and lets get
the fuck out of here.

MIRANDA
Rios is right he won't get 50 feet,
the GPS will go off.

MIKE
Then so what?  We will be across the
border.

RIOS
This one has C4 attached to it with
some kind of transmitter.

MIKE
Oh that's fun.

Pedro walks in the room.

PEDRO
We tied up all the locals cut the
phone lines.  Hey look at that a GPS
Tracker.

MIKE
Yeah you like it? Sorta put a hold
on our getaway.
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PEDRO
Just wrap it up tight with foil and
then secure it with duck tape.  That
should block the signal.

RIOS
What you mean what do you mean block
the signal?

LUCIA
Some foil should work, all the kids
do it so the parents can't track
when they go to parties.

PEDRO
She's right, we do it all the time
when we need to jump bail.

EXT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL - AFTERNOON

Miranda, Rios and Lucia are across the street, Rios with
duck tape around his leg with bits of aluminum foil  sticking
out CLOSES HIS EYES.

He takes a step forward, with one eye open takes another
step.

RIOS
So far so good.  Who is riding with
me?  Mike take Miranda back over the
border, Miranda will you marry me?

(To Mike)
If she stays here they will kill
her.

MIKE
Your kidding right?

MIRANDA
Shit, I guess a drunk border patrol
agent as a husband is better than
the bullet to the head.

RIOS
Hey, are you really thinking here?

MIRANDA
Fuck you. You ass, this is all your
fault.

RIOS
Yeah, it is.  I'm gonna fix that
now, I am going to get the kid.
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MIKE
What the fuck are you saying?

RIOS
I am going to get the kid, Isabella
deserves that much.

MIKE
She's probably dead by now, she may
never wake up from that coma.

RIOS
It's not the point Mike, if it were
your kid would you go in there after
him?

MIKE
It's not the same.

RIOS
Yes it is.

MIKE
What you gonna go in with?

RIOS
Your friends packing?

PEDRO
Wrong side of the border my new
friend, we never carry over here. 
We mostly just come down for the
pussy and nobody likes Mexican
prisons.

RIOS
So you have nothing?

PEDRO
Couple knives and tire irons? And we
gotta go, you hear those sirens? 
They ain't gonna think  about throwing
us in the jail or shooting us for
looking funny.

MIKE
Thanks man, you gave weight to the
situation.

(MORE)

Pedro and Mike do a man hug.

Pedro exits with his crew, as Rios, Mike, Miranda and Lucia
watch the HARLEYS ROAR off.
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MIKE (CONT'D)
You remember that cartoon with the
eagle pouncing on the mouse with the
last act of defiance of giving the
bird to the eagle.

RIOS
Yeah.

MIKE
I feel an awful lot like the mouse
right now.

LUCIA
Miguel can help you.

EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ, SUBURBS - AFTERNOON

Miguel sits on a step in front of a very poor house, around
him are the five gang members that were in his house before. 
Rios, Miranda, Lucia in his Ford 350 and Mike and Miranda in
his jeep wrangle follow behind.  Rios parks and steps out,
the Gangster all DRAW OUT and aim in on the strangers.

RIOS
Miguel is that you?

MIGUEL
Rios?

Miquel motions it is o.k.

RIOS
My little friend, how are you?

MIGUEL
I am good, it seems though you have
managed to keep a part of Javier
with you.

RIOS
Lucia says you can help us?

MIRANDA
Why are you not a cripple?

MIGUEL
In what way?

RIOS
First I think she really likes you
and you need to follow up on that.
Two, I need some weapons.
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MIGUEL
What makes you think I have weapons?

RIOS
Because only someone who is watching
their prey, will take the abuse you
have.

MIGUEL
That obvious?

RIOS
No my friend, but it is in your eyes
you would have killed Javier long
ago if you were not bidding your
time.

MIGUEL
Why should I help a border agent?

RIOS
I am going to kill him.

MIGUEL
How much cash you got and what do
you need?

EXT. ALCADIO HACIENDA MEXICO  -  EVENING

Standing outside the vehicles, Rios, Mike, Miranda and Lucia
look down the street to the Hacienda.

MIKE
It's a fort, you won't get inside.

RIOS
I wish Miguel could have offered up
some more, like an RPG.  What was
the final count?

MIKE
Two Shotguns, two automatics and
about 50 rounds each.  That's what
$425 gets you in Mexico.

MIRANDA
Lucia and I can get in, they will
let us in, we wait till dark.

EXT. ALCADIO HACIENDA MEXICO  -  EVENING

Two Guards at the front gate inside the perimeter, another
is walking the courtyard.  On a small Radio near the guard
shack PLAYS THE "SOCCER GAME".  Inside the shack are all the
monitors for the CCTV.
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Rios F350 slowly comes up the road to the gate, this attracts
the guards attention.

Miranda drives with Lucia as a passenger, she stops the truck
puts in

the park and exits to the gate like a Hellion in heat.

MIRANDA
Javier!  Get out here you shit!

One of the guards approach her.

GUARD WITH LIMP
What do you want?

MIRANDA
I want that son of a bitch Javier.

GUARD WITH LIMP
Lady Miranda he is not here, everyone
went to the game.

MIRANDA
Let Me In To See My Girls, Now!

GUARD WITH LIMP
O.k. O.k. Let me call.

MIRANDA
Let me in now!  Now!  Not later! 
Right now understand?!  Now!  Now!

GUARD WITH LIMP
(To other guard in
the shack)

Open the gate the bitch is a pain in
the ass.  Call Javier tells him the
bitch from the hotel is here for the
girls.

Miranda walks back to the truck, enters and drives forward. 
Naturally, we see Rios and Mike  prone in the back of the
truck.

They clear the gate, Mike and Rios get up.

BOOM!

BOOM!

Mikes shotgun throws rounds into the guard shack, though hit
they are not down and return fire.
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Miranda drives up to the Hacienda servant's entrance at the
back of the Hacienda.  Rios and Lucia get out of the truck
and make a bee line inside as Miranda and Mike make a stand
at the truck.  Throwing ROUNDS OF BUCKSHOT AT THE GUARD HOUSE.

INT. ALCADIO HACIENDA MEXICO  -  EVENING

Rios and Lucia enter the Hacienda, Rios being protective of
Lucia, spies a Henchman looking around not sure of what is
happening.

Rios steps out from behind a door, and HITS him with the
butt of his pistol across the temple.  DOWN LIKE A STONE he
crumples, RIO's steps up and grabs his pistol. The Henchmen
tries to get up...

A strong KICK to the side does him in,  He aims at, cocks
the pistol, hesitates, and slowly drops the hammer.

RIOS
You were just doing a job.

UP THE STAIRS

Rios looks left and right, ponders, then makes his way along
the hallway.  Slowly against the wall he slowly looks around
the corner.

AROUND THE CORNER

A TERRIFIED Middle Age Woman with a basket of laundry with
diapers on the top, looks at Rios, she turns to go the other
way.  He quickly skips up to her and grabs her arm and puts
his finger to his lips.

RIOS
Shhhhh.  Donde esta el bambino?

She tries to pretend but Rios picks up the diaper.  She points
to a room down the hall, and beats a retreat from the stranger
with the gun.

RIOS approaches the room with Lucia in tow to the room the
woman indicated and slowly opens the door.  He enters a
commando style into a very fancy nursery room.  He clears
the corners Pistol out Front, Lucia steps in front of Rios
and runs to the BABY.

She goes right to the crib and grabs the Baby, she looks up
at RIOS, she STARES in panic until RIOS turns like a snake
towards the door; BAM, BAM, BAM GUNFIRE, Lucia ducks into
the corner.  The GUNMAN is hit but so is RIOS.  They both
click onto empty chambers but RIOS is faster as he grabs the
extra Pistol from the small of his back.
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He runs right up to the Gunman, puts the pistol into his
chest, BAM, BAM, BAM the Gunman drops dead.

Rios makes his way to the closet.

HALLWAY HENCHMAN (O.S.)
Paulo, Paulo!  Where are you?

IN THE HALLWAY
A Hallway Henchman is tactically
coming up the hallway.

INSIDE ON RIOS

RIOS
Shit.

Rios goes to the closet and grabs the child seat.

RIOS (CONT'D)
I am going to need food.

LUCIA
Take me with you.

RIOS
No.  I don't have time for that.

LUCIA
How are you going to take care of
the baby and defend yourself from
them?

RIOS
Well I hadn't thought that far ahead.

LUCIA
Take me or beat me hard.  If they
see the baby gone and I did not fight
they will kill me.

Rios moves toward her, pulls back to haul off and hit her
then stops.

RIOS
Oh shit, doesn't get any better than
this does it? Alright, get the food
take the kid.

Rios exits the room, peers around the corner at the henchman
trying to break in a door.  He steps out and runs towards
Hallway Henchman #1, gun pointing forward.

Henchman #1 sees Rios and tries to turn his gun, but the
space is to small, Rios is on him and SHOOTS him in the chest,
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close range. Blood splatters against the far wall as the
Henchman slides down.

Lucia runs up with the Infant in a child seat, she pushes
the dead Hallway henchman out of the way and knocks on the
door.

LUCIA
Girls, open the door, it is Lucia,
we have to go now.  Come on quickly.

The door opens a crack, out peers the three girls from the
Heartbreak Hotel, in rags they have tears and in slight shock.

LUCIA (CONT'D)
Come girls, this is your only chance. 
This drunk good man is going to save
us.

Rios notices the comment.

RIOS
Let's not push it.

They all in tow follow Rios down the stairs.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Mike?

OUTSIDE THE HACIENDA

Several Men run and Adlib in excitement outside, they venture
to the servants entrance.  Then from RIOS's truck MIRANDA
AND MIKE OPEN FIRE AND THEY RETREAT.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Coming out, we have 5 and a half
here.

MIKE
Copy 5 and a half.

INSIDE THE HACIENDA

RIOS
When I give you the word, you run
outside and get into the bed of the
truck.

Outside in the yard is Rio's Truck, with Mike and Miranda
start EXCHANGING FIRE WITH THE BAD GUYS.

LUCIA
Now?
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RIOS
Yeah now would likely be good.

Mike, Miranda and Rios lay down covering fire.

The Henchmen trying work up to the truck take cover, some
SHOOT back, some ROUNDS hit the truck. The Head Henchman in
Charge holds up his hands to stop shooting when he sees LUCIA
exit the Hacienda with the BABY HELD ABOVE HER HEAD.

HEAD HENCHMAN IN CHARGE
The Nino!  No Fuci, they have the
NiÒo.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Holy shit, wouldn't have thought of
that.

Rios reaches across and drags Lucia and the baby into the
truck.  Mike and Miranda jump into the back.  He drops the
truck into gear and ROARS toward the gate.  He swings the
truck around 180 degrees and rams the iron gate in reverse
with the tail gate.

The Gate buckles.

The Henchmen get closer.

Rios rams the gate again.

It goes DOWN WITH CLANG as they drive backward over the gate,
does another 180 degree turn and speed off down the street.

Head Henchman in Charge takes out a cell phone out and makes
a call.

INT. /EXT. RIOS TRUCK - AFTERNOON

Speeding down the side streets, screaming around corners he
makes for open desert.  Mike and Miranda in the Jeep Wrangler
are following close behind.

Rios checks the mirrors and then starts to pat down Lucia,
face, neck, breasts, and legs.

RIOS
Are you hit?  Are you hit?

LUCIA
No.  No, I don't think so.

RIOS
Check again and the baby, adrenaline
will mask it.
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Lucia quickly exams herself and the baby.

LUCIA
Nothing, were okay, you?

RIOS
I'm hit in the sidewall, but I think
they killed the truck.

Rios pulls over and stops, we notice he is bleeding on the
side of his stomach.

He quickly exits the truck, starts around the body of the
truck. On the ground, we see the spot, then the drips which
lead up to the fuel tank.

Mike and Miranda pull up and exit the Wrangler.

RIOS (CONT'D)
(To the Truck)

Shit, they got you baby.

Rios walks to the passenger side, he pulls out a few pieces
glass from the window frame.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Diapers?

LUCIA
Que?

Rios reaches into the diaper bag and pulls out a disposal
diaper, rips it apart.

MIKE
Rios you hit?

RIOS
Flesh wound.

He walks back to the rear of the truck, reaches under the
Truck, finds the leak and stuffs the makeshift plug into the
hole.

RIOS (CONT'D)
A forty gallon tank, we have about
three quarters, and in the last twenty
minutes we lost about a quarter of a
tank.

LUCIA
Mother fuckers.  Sorry.
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Miranda goes over to the other girls in the back of the truck,
and check them out as they break into tears at the sight of
her.

Lucia hands him bottled water.

RIOS
Something a little stronger.

Rios reaches into the tool box and pulls out the bottle of
booze he threw into the truck tool box before coming across
the border.  Lucia looks at Rios about to take a swig.

LUCIA
Is that all you got cowboy?

RIOS
What you mean?

LUCIA
Nothing.  I just expected more, you
know with those fancy boots and all.

Rios leans forward and reach into the cab, moves aside the
blanket covering the baby.

The baby smiles at Rios, Mike comes up with a first aid
bandage and can of antiseptic.  He sprays the Rios wound and
slaps the bandage on the wound.

RIOS
Fuck.

MIKE
Big tough Marine.  What now?

Rios puts the bottle back into the tool box.

Rios walks around the truck and out of view of Lucia kicks
the tire and gets back into the truck.

RIOS
I don't know how far we can get.

MIRANDA
Javier will be coming, it won't take
him long to track you down with the
tracks we are leaving, and you didn't
forget about that?

See points to his ankle.
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RIOS
As long as this thing doesn't start
counting down, I am hoping this foil
does the trick and  we are good to
go.

She crosses herself.

RIOS (CONT'D)
But as long as I have the kid, chances
are they are not going to blow me up
anyway.

MIRANDA
You have a plan?

RIOS
No.

MIRANDA
You don't have a plan?

RIOS
Hey, I gave you the option besides
your plan was a wing dinger, "let me
in now".

MIRANDA
It worked, nobody likes to listen to
a woman scream, I just thought you
would have something your the fucking
Border Patrol.

RIOS
Let me clue you in here, we stop
people from doing what we are trying
do. Yeah that's right, so sort of
got caught in the moment.

LUCIA (O.S.)
They will kill us all, very slowly.

MIKE
She's a bundle of joy.

RIOS
They want the kid, I'll think of
something, for a start let's get off
the horizon into this dry creek,
over there.

Rios motions to get mounted up with a little swirl of his
hand and gets into the truck.  Rios put his truck into low
gear, and drives down into dry creek bed.
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JAVIER AND THE HENCHMEN FOLLOWING

Javier in the passenger seat of a big extended cab pick up
truck, with a Driver and in the rear seat sit two very Tough
Apache Henchmen that resemble more Indian than Mexican
Gangsters armed with rifles.

In the bed of the pickup truck four more Bad Guys armed with
machine pistols.

Following is another PICKUP TRUCK with four more Bad Guys.

The trucks ROCK AND ROLL through the rough terrain with no
lights.

DRIVER
Holy shit boss, can we turn on the
lights?  I can't see shit.

JAVIER
No.  He will see us coming you ass.

JAVIER HAS HIS PHONE

INSERT - PHONE SCREEN

The GPS indicates no signal on the screen.

BACK TO SCENE

JAVIER (CONT'D)
Why isn't the GPS working! Bear left,
more good keep going straight, into
the river bed.

Javier's truck follows occasionally slowing down to verify
the tracks made by Rios's truck.

EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - NIGHT

Rios drives the truck in the dry creek bed, the bed being
about forty feet wide with the walls on either both sides
crawling up eight feet to the desert floor.

INSIDE THE TRUCK
Rios looks down at the fuel gauge,
it is almost empty.

He looks at Lucia and the Baby, he turns off the engine.

RIOS
You have to get out., In the back
everyone out.

He reaches across Lucia and opens the passenger door.
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LUCIA
No, there has to be a better way,
it's not much further to the border
is it?

RIOS
Further than we can walk, and they'll
cross it right behind us.  Look we
have been through this already, come
on get the fuck out.

Mike and Miranda walk up to the Ford 350.

MIKE
Rios what you doing man?

RIOS
Something.

LUCIA
It won't work in the desert alone
with a baby.

RIOS
Look they are after me, we might
have chance if I draw them off. They
won't hurt you if you say what I
said.

MIKE
How do you know that?

RIOS
Fuck you Mike, I didn't ask you come
down here and rescue my ass.

MIKE
Is that the way it is?

RIOS
Yeah that is the way it is, I'm so
tired Mike, so fuck off and take
these kids out of here.  Lucia has
to stay with the Baby. International
law says we are kidnapping, you want
to be a part of that?

Rios takes the baby bag and tosses it out on the desert,
then he takes the blanket and throws that out.

RIOS (CONT'D)
This is the only way, get out.

Lucia takes the baby in the child seat and gets out.  Rios
starts the truck and drives off as Lucia crosses herself.
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Miranda herds the remaining three girls into the Wrangler,
Mike watches Rios drive off.

EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - NIGHT

Moon is half full as Lucia sits in a dry gulch with walls on
both sides.  The baby in her arms giggles as she feeds him a
bottle.

In distance, we see headlights, as Lucia looks up and then
ignores them.

The lights close in, it is Javier's truck, and they slow.

JAVIER'S TRUCK

JAVEIR
Stop!  What the fuck is she doing
there?

DRIVER
Does it matter boss?

JAVIER
Yeah it's too easy.  Where is that
fucking Rios?  Stop the truck.

INSERT JAVIER'S PHONE
The GPS screen suddenly comes alive
with a loud ping and red circle.

BACK TO SCENE

Lucia stands up in the lights, she shields her eyes but shows
the baby and covers the baby's eyes.

JAVIER
Hit the floods.  Light them up, set
the timer. He's close real close.

DRIVER
Maybe too close?

Huge cross-country floodlights come on and light up the entire
area.

JAVIER
(To Lucia)

Where is that fucking Rios and the
rest of them?

LUCIA
He left me here.

(MORE)
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LUCIA (CONT'D)
He was only using me as a hostage,
he knew if I was with him you wouldn't
blow him the fuck up, that's what he
said.

JAVIER
And you?

Javier steps out on the riding board, he looks around even
more peering into the darkness.  He gets out his phone and
tries to match the GPS with the area.

JAVEIR
What is wrong with this thing.

EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - NIGHT

Dark Night of the Soul - Defeat of the Cause Javier stops
and cocks his head, he hears something.  Then a  ROAR, IT IS
AN ENGINE REVVING HARD.

Javier taps the screen it starts counting.

INSERT -

Rios foot on the accelerator as it REVS the ENGINE of his
truck.  On his leg the GPS Bracelet comes alive it READS
4:00 MINUTES and starts to count down.

BACK TO SCENE

Javier looks over to the left, he can see nothing.

JAVEIR
Put a spot light over there!

(MORE)

Javier points to the left; The spot light COMES ALIVE but
just hits the dry creek bed wall, there is nothing there.

The ROAR gets louder as the spot light from Javier's truck
crawls upward.  Rios Truck LEAPS out of the block as the
spot light catches the under carriage of Rios's truck complete
with skid plates, twenty feet in the air flying off the ledge
of the dry gulch wall.

Javier's men SCREAM IN A PANIC, but there is little they can
do as the truck lands on Javier's truck with a resounding
CRASH onto the cab.

Javier and two Bad Guys from the bed of the truck are thrown
clear, the rest of the Henchmen are done, CRUSHED IN THE
CAB, as Rio's truck front end HITS the ground.
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In four wheel drive, the tires DIG IN and pull itself off
the wreck as the rear wheels tear up the cab even more.

JAVEIR (CONT'D)
Punta!

Rios drives a little forward and puts the passenger side
between him and what is left of Javier's truck.  He didn't
survive unscathed as his head is bleeding as he manages to
push away the driver side airbag to loosen the seat belt.

Javier recovers and randomly SHOOTS ROUNDS into the truck,
the other two survivors pull their pistols and SHOOT at Rios's
truck.

The following pickup truck the men get out and START
FRANTICALLY SHOOTING at Rios Truck.

The windows on Rios's truck SHATTER from the impacts.  Our
hero falls to the ground, pulls his .45 Auto and FIRES BACK.

He hits the legs of a Bad Guy from under the truck.

He falls and RIOS finishes him off with ANOTHER SHOT.  Quickly
Rios scurries away from the truck, taking advantage of the
distraction of the other Henchman SCREAMING in pain.

Rio spots Javier off to the side and quickly he crouches and
aims in.

BAM!  Down goes Javier.

The other BADGUYS close in RRRRRRRRPPPPPP RRRPPPP BAM BAM
BAM blowing RIOS truck to pieces.

WHEN SUDDENLY FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE DRY GULCH the JEEP
WRANGLER TURNS ON ITS HIGHBEAMS BLINDING THE BAD GUYS Miranda
and Mike start shooting the blinded BAD GUYS, SEVERAL GO
DOWN.  Two remaining BAD GUYS take cover near their truck,

A Bad Guy with an AUTOPISTOL rises from nowhere.  RIOS sees
him and cat like aims in and BAM!  Down goes the Bad Guy
HENCHMAN as he pulls the trigger.  BRRRRRRAPPP!

ROUNDS GO ALL OVER AND WING RIOS IN HIS SHOOTING ARM AND
LEG.  RIOS FALLS and drags himself to cover by his truck.

Lucia in the background holds the baby, slowly makes her way
over to Rios's truck.  Rios rolls over, he is empty.

The .45 carries only seven shots, he DROPS the magazine, the
slide GOES HOME with a CLICK.

RIOS
Shit.
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He lays the gun down, inserts a magazine and tries to grasp
the slide and pull it back.  He tries again, he NOTICES ON
HIS LEG THE GPS IS COUNTING DOWN.

INSERT GPS
2:59

BACK TO SCENE

LUCIA
Rios!  Where are you?

RIOS
Stay there!

LUCIA
Rios!

The lights on Javier's wrecked truck are still on as Lucia
wraps the baby in her arms, works her way towards Rios's
truck.

Javier stirs, shot in the stomach, slowly reaches for his
gun.

RIOS
Lucia, stay there damn it.

MIKE
Lucia stay down!

Mike throws a couple more rounds into the second pick up
truck, then slides down the gulch wall and scampers over
Rios.

Looking like a deer in headlights, Lucia ignores the advice
and slowly works her way to Javier's truck.

Lucia stumbles over to the passenger side Javier's truck,
looking inside are the crushed bodies of Alcadio's Henchman,
oozing blood and limbs twitching in death.  On the floorboard
passenger side is Javier's phone.

LUCIA
I have his phone.

A hand reaches out and grabs her, the Driver, she pulls out
a gun from the floor board and PUMPS TWO ROUNDS into the
Driver.  The hand releases as the Driver dies and she grabs
the phone and heads to Rios.

RIOS
Damn.  Cover her!
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Mike rises up, FIRES TWO ROUNDS FROM THE SHOTGUN into the
second truck, they SHOOT BACK to let them know they are still
alive.

BADGUYS
Fuck you gringos you missed.

MIKE
Didn't miss your friends did I?

(To Rios)
I'm out.

She pulls her self away, and crouches and quickly runs by
the possum Javier, her shadow crosses before his eyes, he
rolls over, he aims in.

Mike and Rios can do nothing but watch.

BAM!

Lucia ducks and turns in startled fright, the shot missed.

BAM!

The second shot misses also and she turns and starts to run
to Rios.

BAM!  BAM!

We can hear the impact into Lucia's back.

The shots echo into the night, Javier makes his way to his
feet, he stumbles.

Lucia looks down, there is blood on her blouse.  The baby in
her arms is crying, she almost makes it the corner of Rios
truck.  She falls to her knees to break her fall, as she
drops sideways against the truck protecting the baby.  She
struggles but manages to toss the phone towards Rios.

The baby cries in her arms, she manages to lean up against
the front fender as she bleeds out, a pool of blood slowly
seeping into the sand.

Rios grabs the phone, it is screen locked.

INSERT - GPS bracelet with Red Letters :43.

BACK TO SCENE

Rios looks at his GPS Bracelet it is still ticking down at
42, then it just disappears. He takes the phone and smashes
it against the side of the truck.
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Javier crawls back to the tail gate of what is left of his
truck.  He starts to reload his revolver one bullet at a
time.

JAVEIR
Hey Rios.

RIOS
What?

JAVIER
You killed all my men, that's just
wrong.

BADGUYS
We still alive boss!

JAVEIR
Well most of them.

RIOS
Still working on that, guess you
going to have to get some new ones,
I broke your phone.

JAVIER
It's okay, I have insurance.

RIOS
Only one of us is gonna make it out
alive.

JAVIER
I know.  It always works that way,
just like the movies. Is Lucia dead?

RIOS
Not sure, you son of a bitch, you
didn't need to shoot her.

JAVIER
If I didn't my father would have.

RIOS
Yeah you fuck, you're going to have
to kill me up close and personal.

JAVIER
Who are your friends?

RIOS
(To Mike)

You have to go, take the kid and go. 
This is between me and them.
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MIKE
We can take them.

RIOS
With what?  What you have a clip and
me I have two clips. No damn it, you
listen, you have to get these kids
out of here. Somebody has to cover
you or they are just going to gun
you down in the desert. No argument,
you have to get these kids out of
here.  No, you have to go, now GO.

Mike grabs the baby and scurries down the dry gulch.

Rios stands and hobbles a bit, shoves his pistol into his
waistband and reaches into the tool box on the truck.

In the background the lights from the Jeep go out and then
we hear the Wrangler pull away into the night.

JAVIER
Looks like your friend left you.

RIOS
I never liked him anyway.

He pulls out the bottle of hard liquor, unscrews the cork
and takes a long swig.  He then takes a diaper from the bag,
tears out some of the diaper, soaks it with liquor and shoves
it into the bottles and makes a Molotov Cocktail.

He lights the bottle with a lighter from his pocket and using
his good arm.

RIOS (CONT'D)
A drink for your men, I'm buying.

Rios lofts the bottle into the air, it arches to the second
truck and EXPLODES IN A BALL OF FLAME, it engulfs the truck
and the two men behind the truck.

They cry out a run a few steps before falling down BURNING
ALIVE.

JAVIER
That is just wrong gringo.  Good but
just wrong.

He starts to laugh.

JAVEIR
Is this not fucked up?
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RIOS
What is that?

JAVEIR
You are trying to smuggle an illegal
immigrant into your country and I am
trying to keep the bastard here.

RIOS
Yeah your funny, let's get to it.

Rios stands from behind the cover of the truck.

IN SLOW MOTION

Rios pulls out his pistol and punches the .45 ACP forward. 
The slide of the .45 slides back, a round from the magazine
pushes up into the chamber and slide pushes the round into
the chamber.

In the background, Javier forces himself up, raises his
weapon, he FIRES at Rios.

BAM!  BAM!  BAM!  BAM!  BAM!

Rounds fly through the air, Rios leaps/falls to the side,
rolls and comes up shooting again with his left hand.

BAM!  BAM!  Rios hits his mark.

Javier falls dead.

END SLOW MOTION

Rios hobbles over to Lucia, he gently pulls her to him.

She is shot clear through, coughing blood and panic in her
eyes.  He calms her by putting his hand on her face, they
stare at each other.

She grabs his shirt.

Slowly the life ebbs from Lucia and she is no more.  Rios
starts to cry as he hugs her hard.  He stops, he gets a grip,
and puts down Lucia and wipes his eyes.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Always the kids, you always take the
kids.

(MORE)

He grabs the seat belt and haphazardly tries to buckle him
in a seat.
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RIOS (CONT'D)
Fuck, I'm leaking all over.  O.k.
Marine lets get it together the show
ain't over yet.

He gets into his truck driver seat and turns the key, the
truck COUGHS, starts then dies.  He tries again.  Nothing.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Shit.  We can fix this.

Rios pops the hood latch from inside the cab and slowly exits
the truck.  He wavers, takes a step, then goes down to one
leg, he leans against the truck.

RIOS (CONT'D)
Blessed are sufferings, which those
blessed, souls must endure...

Rios laughs hysterically, it's over and he knows it.

He looks around, tries to get up again and he falls back
onto his back exhausted.

Rios leans back and looks into the night sky.

Fade to black.

EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - DAY

The sun starts to rise, shimmering in the distance.

ISABELLA (V.O.)
Rios?  What are you doing Sweetheart?

RIOS POV

Fade in to see a large shadow.

SNORTING.

NUDGED.

Focus.  It is a horse with a shadow of a rider.

Rios focuses in some more.

Rebate with an out of focus Isabella rides bareback in the
same dress that he found her out in the desert.

Rebate kneels down, Rios tries several times to grab his
mane.  Rios with great effort, he manages to swing a leg
over.

Rebate stands.
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RIOS
I'm so tired.

ISABELLA (V.O.)
It's ok, it's time to go home now.

On the legs of the horse as it starts its trek.

FADE TO BLACK.

Alternate ending -

INT. HOSPITAL - DAY

RIOS POV

FADE IN.

Fuzzy Rios wakes to see Mike sitting in a chair reading a
magazine.  He is hooked up to an I.V. and several machines,
Maria is on another chair feeding the baby

End POV.

RIOS
Mike?

MIKE
Yep?

RIOS
I am alive?

MIKE
Yep.

RIOS
Where am I?

MIKE
You don't remember?

RIOS
If I remembered, would I ask?

MIKE
Seems like your smart ass is okay.
You're in a hospital, recovering
from dehydration and gunshot wounds
to the arm and leg.

Rios looks at his bandage, leans back.
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RIOS
The baby, he's ok?  And what about
everyone else?

MIKE
They're all okay and I am their
sponsor so they will get visa's soon.

RIOS
Where is Isabella?

Maria looks to Mike.

MIKE
You don't remember?

RIOS
No, I don't fucking remember.  I am
hopped up on morphine here, give me
a fucking break, where is Isabella?

MIKE
Partner, she didn't make it, she
died in her sleep 4 days ago.

Mike takes hold of Rios's arm.

MIKE (CONT'D)
You came in on Rebate bareback
wandered into Geronimo Border
Crossing.

EXT. ALCADIO'S HACIENDA COURT YARD - DAY

Two pickup trucks loaded with Henchmen pull into the
courtyard.  Alcadio approaches the back of the pickup, as a
henchman pulls back a plastic tarp revealing the dead Javier. 
Alcadio reaches in and closes his son's eyes, crosses himself 
and pulls the tarp over his son.

ALCADIO
Clean him up for his mother.

FADE OUT.
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	81	EXT.. CIUDAD JUAREZ HEARTBREAK HOTEL - NIGHT
	82	EXT. DESERT BLUFF - NIGHT
	83	INT. CIUDAD JUAREZ HEARTBREAK HOTEL - NIGHT
	84	EXT. HEARTBREAK HOTEL - AFTERNOON
	85	EXT. CIUDAD JUAREZ, SUBURBS - AFTERNOON
	86	EXT. ALCADIO HACIENDA MEXICO  -  EVENING
	87	EXT. ALCADIO HACIENDA MEXICO  -  EVENING
	88	INT. ALCADIO HACIENDA MEXICO  -  EVENING
	89	INT. /EXT. RIOS TRUCK - AFTERNOON
	90	EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - NIGHT
	91	EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - NIGHT
	92	EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - NIGHT
	93	INSERT -
	94	EXT. MEXICAN DESERT - DAY
	95	INT. HOSPITAL - DAY
	96	EXT. ALCADIO'S HACIENDA COURT YARD - DAY

